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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACT OF RELIGIO-CULTURAL FACTORS ON CHURCH GRDVTH IN KOREA
Se Ze Cho
Church growth in Korea has been successful in a numerical sense.
In order to accomplish the continuing growth of the church in the
second century of Christian mission in Korea, it is necessary to
examine the positive and negative factors of church growth in the
past and the present and to establish some new strategies for the
future mission in Korea.
The historical background of Korean Christian mission is briefly
outlined here. Internal factors of church growth in Korea are
indicated. These include the vigorous activities of the Korean
churches in Bible study, early morning prayer meetings, revival
meetings and class meetings. Externally, the unstable political
situation, unbalanced economic situation and rapid urbanization
process have worked as positive factors for church growth in Korea.
Religio-cultural factors have been most important for church
growth. Korea had many religious traditions before the entry of
Christianity. Each of these traditions had both positive and
negative effects for Cliristian mission. The shamanistic concept of
blessing has played a positive role for church growth. And the
IV
native belief in Hananim has been a positive factor for
successful Christian mission. The Buddhist doctrine of salvation made
it easier for the Korean people to accept the Christian doctrine of
salvation. The Confucian familism has had a positive influence on
Christian mission.
On the other hand, the shamanistic influence resulted in selfish
individualistic beliefs among Christians, which has been a negative
factor for Christian mission. Also, the Confucian tradition of
ancestor worship has been a serious obstacle to mission. Although
early Christianity in Korea played a decisive role in the
modernization of the nation , which was a powerful factor for
Christian mission, the Christian tradition for social change has
declined over time. And this change will be a negative factor for
future mission in Korea.
All of these positive and negative factors were tested by a
survey of college students, and the hypotheses suggested above were
all found to be true. With statistical methods, we distinguished
some positive and negative factors for Christian mission. Based on
this data, w-e have outlined some suggestions for successful future
mission in Korea. Some of these are: reinforcement of family
religious socialization, development of recreational and educational
programs for young persons, reinterpretation of the practice of
ancestor worship, provision of new moral standards with regard to the
habits of smoking and drinking, and restoration of the active social
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A. Statement of Purpose
Church growth in Korea has been so successful that it has been
hailed as a unique development in the recent history of Christian
mission. Among all modern mission fields Korea stands foremost for
the rapidity with which converts have been won and a strong church
established.‘ As a matter of fact, Christianity has become one of the
most powerful and influential religions in Korea. Thus, by the end of
the 1980s, the number of Korean Protestants reached 20 percent of
the whole national population. This rapid church growth is
astonishing when we consider Korea’s short history of Christian mission
compared to its long history of strong Buddhist, Confucian, and Shaman
religious traditions.
The desire and need for church growth in Korea is still strong
among Korean Christians and churches. As they confront their second
century of Christian mission, their deep concern for the problem of
continuing church growth is accompanied by plans and strategies for
achieving this at the individual congregational level and the denomi¬
national level. What is important, however, in order to accomplish
successful mission and church growth in the future, is to examine the
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actual factors of church growth in the past and the present and
to explore whether the same factors will operate successfully
in the future. It will also be necessary to find out what factors have
been working as obstacles to mission. This is particularly important
because the rate of church growth has been dropping since the middle
of the 1980s. In this sense, it is an urgent task to sort out
positive factors and negative factors affecting church growth and to
establish some basic strategies to overcome the negative factors.
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine these factors and
to suggest some ideas for providing new mission strategies.
B. Statement of Method
There is no doubt that the factors of church growth are very
complex, whether they result in positive or negative effects on the
Korean church and society. Though all these factors-cultural, social,
and religious-will be treated in the present study, it will focus
mainly on the religio-cultural aspect. This is necessary because
of the religio-cultural context and background of the Korean
people, which has been strongly Buddhistic, Confucianistic, and
Shamanistic before and after the introduction of Christianity into
Korea.
The present study is based on the empirical survey research
method. To accomplish the tasks mentioned above, Christian and
non-Christian college students’ religio-cultural background, religio-
cultural worldviews, and religio-cultural attitudes and behavior will
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be examined. Since they are subjects of the future Korean churches,
their religio-cultural attitudes and ideas are very important
indicators of the positive and negative factors affecting church
growth in the past and present situation, and are needed for
preparation of future strategies of mission in Korea.
C. Statement of Content
The present dissertation consists of eight chapters. Chapter II is
a brief history of Korea as related to Korean religious cultures. In
Chapter III, various religious cultures of Korea are outlined and their
positive and negative functions for Christian mission or church growth
are compared. Included here are Shamanism, native religious beliefs.
Buddhism, and Confucianism. Chapter IV is provided to show aspects of
church growth in Korea. Of particular interest here is the relationship
between Christianity and socio-cultural change in Korean society.
Numerous cultural factors related to church growth will be treated in
this chapter, along with internal factors such as mission strategies
and Christians’ mission zeal, and external factors such as social,
economic, and political situations influencing church growth.
Problems and limitations of church growth will be briefly discussed.
Chapter V is on the methodology of this study, and includes
characteristics of the data, research method, and suggested
hypotheses. In Chapter VI, results of the data are shown. On the
basis of the data, college students’ religio-cultural background and
religious viewpoints, and their attitudes toward church and
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Christians are presented. Particularly important results such as
positive and negative functions of their religio-cultural attitudes
and behaviors for mission are examined here. Various Christian
ethical problems will also be explored. Chapter VII, the evaluation,
summarizes the findings and their implications, and makes suggestions
for a new mission strategy. Chapter VIII is the conclusion.
4
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The Neolithic period in Korea coincides with that vast and
diverse cultural efflorescence which occurred in North Asia in the third
and fourth millennia B.C, It has been assumed that a Tungustic branch of
the Ural-Altaic family who were primitive hunting and fishing people,
migrated from the northwestern regions of Asia to the regions of
southern Manchuria and the Korean peninsula, forming one cultural
zone in those lands during that period.* Also, current archeological
and linguistic hypotheses indicate that the developments of agriculture
and bronze culture in this area dated from the end of the second millen¬
nium B.C.2 As relics of these ages, there have been found a wide
variety of implements and ornaments such as shell mounds, dolmens,
residences of ancient rulers, food receptacles of earthenware, tools of
stone, bone or harn, and pottery.
With the introduction of metal culture and metallurgic culture
during the first millennium B.C., the people began to form tribes and
later small tribal states by making alliances with one another.
But it was not until the establishment of the Three Kingdoms
that recorded Korean history came into being: Koguryo(37 B.C.- 668 A.D.)
occupied southern Manchuria and the Northern Korean area, Paekche
(18 B.C.- 660 A.D.) covered the southwest part of the peninsula, and
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Silla( 57 B.C.- 936 A.D.) the southeast area. The Three Kingdoms
successfully combined Chinese influences — calligraphy and the
teachings of Confucius, Lao Tse and Buddha — with their own
traditions to develop high culture. Thus Koguryo produced monumental
cave tomb murals and uniquely inspired works of art. The most common
cultural remnants of the Paekche civilization are colorful and
intricate picture tiles and comma-shaped jade jewelry.
Si 1 la was the slowest to make political, military, and cultural
progress but after Si 1 la unified the Korean peninsula with the
military help of T*ang China, she made great strides in the arts
and sciences. Buddhism flourished as the state religion, becoming a
dominant force in both the spiritual and the cultural life of the
kingdom. Buddhist sculpture paintings and architecture found in many
temples built during the period are artistic masterpieces, graceful
and exotic. The Si 1 la kingdom was racked by power struggles in its
latter years and finally overthrown by Wang Kon, who founded the
Koryo Dynasty in 918 A.D,
Although there had been native religious traditions such as
ancestor worship and nature worship and imported religions such as
Confucianism and Taoism among the Three Kingdoms, Buddhism was the
dominant religious power influencing culture during these periods.
Envoys, political refugees and emigrants from these Kingdoms gave
birth to the early Japanese civilization and culture by transmitting
Chinese literature. Buddhism, farming methods, weaving, medicine,
painting and music to the island country.^
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Buddhism, accepted as the official religion, played an important
role in the ideological and cultural life of the Koryo Dynasty
(819-1392). Although Confucian learning was also encouraged, every
sphere of social, political, and economic life in the dynasty was
heavily influenced by Buddhism. Throughout the era, monks held social,
political, and economic positions and became immensely powerful,
corrupt, and exploitative. Their indiscretions eventually contribut¬
ed to the downfall of the Koryo Dynasty. Warfare with various
Chinese states, and, ultimately, a series of violent Mongol
invasions led to the end of the dynasty, Koryo inaugurated the civil
service examination for the first time in Korean history. Bronze
coins were used during this period. Most of all, Koryo produced
the most refined porcelain ware and invented the technique of
metal printing for the first time in world history.
After General Yi.Song-Gye overthrew Koryo, he founded the
Yi Dynasty (1392-1910) ,and then replaced Buddhism with Confucianism
as the major guideline not only for official functioning but also for
the private life of the entire nation. All government posts were filled
by Confucian scholars who had passed national examinations in the
Chinese classics, with special emphasis on poetry, propriety and ritual.
However, the ruling class interpreted Confucian ideals to suit its
own privileged needs, and though the dynasty’s first 100 years
were productive in scientific, philosophical, musical, and technological
fields, particularly with the invention of Han-gul. the phonetic
alphabet of the Korean language, the country eventually lapsed into
factional political feuding. The situation was made even worse by
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devastating invasions by Japan(1592-98) and China’s Manchu(1627-36).
Following these incidents and others, the country turned to isolationism
and became known as the “Hermit Kingdom” until reluctantly agreeing
to open her ports to Japan in 1876. A treaty of friendship and commerce
was concluded between Korea and the United States in 1882, and with
Britain, Germany, Austria, Russia, Italy, and France in the next two
years. During this period, Christianity (Protestant) was introduced and
played a role in the modernization of Korea. Due to its strategic
location in North Asia, however, Korea once again became the arena
of an international power struggle, with Japan, China, and Russia
as prime competitors, and finally was annexed by Japan in 1910,
Until the end of World War II in 1945, Japan ruled Korea in an
oppressive colonial fashion with police-state methods, and arrogantly
exploited the peninsula’s natural resources, living space and markets.
Nearly all important administrative positions were occupied by Japanese,
and Koreans were forced to speak Japanese, renounce their Korean names
and practice the Japanese religion. Independence struggles such as the
famous Sami 1 (March 1) Independence Movement of 1919 were violently
put down by the Japanese police. Many Korean patriots, therefore, went
abroad seeking political asylum, while those who remained at home
watched for the opportunity to regain the national independence.
Following the division of Korea along the 38th parallel, due to
the coming of U,S, forces in the southern half of Korea and the
occupation by Soviet troops in the northern half at the end of World
War II, free elections were held in the southern sector under a U,N,
resolution estabishing the Republic of Korea, on August 15, 1948, with
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Syng-Man Rhee becoming the first president. But the invasion by
communist north Korea, which was controlled by the Soviet Union,
resulted in the tragic loss of hundreds of thousands of both military
and civilian lives, property destruction, and retardation of the
development of economic and social institutions. Since the Korean War,
the country has gone through a series of political changes including
establishment of the Second Republic as a result of the April 19th
Student Revolution of 1960, and of the Third Republic through a
military coup d’etat initiated by General Chung-Hee Park in 1961.
In 1972, the Yu-sin constitution was passed, from which time President
Park’s totalitarian dictatorship continued until 1979, when he was
assassinated by one of his own men.
Shortly after the temporary establishment of the Fourth Republic,
General Doo-Hwan Chun forcibly took control, with the help of several
other generals. It was around this time that the event of the
Kwangju democratic resistance movement took place and was tragically
suppressed by armed force. Chun’s Fifth Republic was a dark period in
terms of democratic development in Korean society. After the continuous
expansion of anti-government movements demanding political democratiz¬
ation, in June 1987, the constitution was changed to provide for a
direct presidential election system. Since the Tae-Voo Roh’s Sixth
Republic regime has been in power, of particular interest here is the
fact that the period of military dictatorship since the 1960s coincides
with the period of rapid growth of Korean religions, among which
Christianity was pre-eminent. This is an important point and it will be
discussed fully later.
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Froii the historical point of view,three things should be noted.
First of all, the political and social difficulties due to unceasing
foreign invasions throughout history, as well as the various internal
conflicts and turaoil. Bust have influenced the formation of the special
characteristics of Korean religions. Secondly, the reconstruction of
religious traditions in Korea has been able to occur only during the
past few decades, and accompanying it there has begun to appear a strong
nationalistic ideological trend as related to Korean religions.
Thirdly, there has also appeared a strong political type of religious
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CHAPTER III
RELIGIOUS CULTURES OF KOREA AND THEIR POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON CHRISTIAN MISSION
Before Christianity entered Korea, the country had had many
religious traditions. Undoubtedly, as these traditions confronted
the new religion, they had both positive and negative effects.
Fortunately, there were no serious conflicts between the old Korean
religious traditions and the new religion. This chapter discusses the
characteristics of the Korean religious cultures, and their functions
and dysfunctions for Christian mission.
A. Shamanism
1. Characteristics of Shamanism
It is commonly agreed that the original religious culture in
Korea is shamanistic. In the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics.
Shamanism is defined as follows:
It is a primitive religion of polytheism or polydemonism with
strong roots in nature worship, and generally with a supreme God
over all. While the shaman exercises certain priestly funcions, his
main powers are connected with healing and divination.‘
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ShamanisB is based on the theory of aniaisB which believes that
everything has its own spirit. It is, therefore, closely related to
nature worship. ShaBanisB was the priaal religion widespread aaong
the Siberian and Ural-Altaic peoples, which include the Mongolian,
Manchurian, Korean, and Japanese people. Due to its lack of doctrines
and systems, however, ShaBanisB developed varying characteristics
according to each area and people.
In the early days of their history, Koreans believed that
nature was full of gods. Primitive beliefs including sun worship,
mountain worship and ancestor worship became the guiding principles
of life in early Korea. It is recorded that in the third century
of Si I la there were religious services for mountain spirits, as
well as for the sun and the Boon.2 in Korea, the dominant class of
shamans have been women, called Mudang. Taking the complex as
a whole—the Mudang priesthood with their supporting musicians and
other assistants, the elaboration of their places of communion with
the spirits into small temples sometimes artistically decorated
through Buddhistic borrowings, and the subsidiary detachments of
professional supporters—it seems safe to say that in no other country
has Shamanism reached such high development.^ Since Shamanism stemmed
froB preliterate societies and has lacked a systematically expressed
doctrine, it therefore has had little resistance to borrowing and has
tended to vary in time and place, adopting superstitions, ideas,
practices, and paraphernalia where it found them.
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2.Functions of ShaaanisB in Korea
It is generally assumed that shamans have three basic roles,
those of priest, medicineman, and prophet.** But Korean shamans had the
additional role of recreation leader. The functions and roles of Korean
Shamanism can be characterized as follows.®
1. Prayer and worship to the god-spirits for various blessings
(priestly function) which include rain, protecting the nation,
giving birth to a son, realizing peace and wealth in the village,
doing good business, enjoying happiness in the family, etc.2.Prayer and worship to the god-spirits for the expelling of
evil spirits and ghosts who are assumed to be the causes of illness
and death (medicine-man function).
3. Prayer and worship to god-spirits to foresee the future with
the purpose of preventing bad events (prophetic function).4.Recreation with dancing and singing to please and soothe the
god-spirits, which is believed to be a way to compensate them.
Thus dancing and singing developed as means of blessing and as
sacred ritual in Korean Shamanism. This function has influenced the
Korean people in the forming of their attitudes toward recreation in
ordinary life.
However, it is important to note that negative characteristics of
Shamanism also have influenced the Korean people in their attitudes and
behaviors.® First of all. Shamanism encourages dependence upon the
power of gods and spirits for a happy and unafflicted life on earth.
Making no decisions for himself, a person just lets the witch or god-
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spirit take charge of elininating calamities and calling for blessings
or fortune. In spite of the fact that it is his own life and destiny,
he does not take responsibility himself for it but depends on others
such as gods or spirits.’^ This leads to the second problematic
characteristic of Shamanism, fatalistic conservatism which results in
the feeling of weakness of man before his destiny. Fatalists dependent
on others can never have any form of progressiveness. One who cannot
take responsibility and make ethical decisions can never be expected to
bring forth any reformation of himself and his social surroundings. The
reason why Shamanism can neither be productive nor prompt cultural
development is its conservative and stagnant nature.
The third negative characteristic is realistic materialism, in
that the religious practice of Shamanism is based on happiness in
this world. All interests and desires are concentrated on the
present. People’s great interest is focused on how to get away from
disasters and anxieties and how to lead a peaceful and enjoyable
life. Shamanism does not have any interest in the profound root of
human existence, nor does it plan for the future. It is a sort of
near-sighted realism. The fourth characteristic is pleasure-amusement.
The shallow realism and fatalism bring in the long run an emphasis on
immediate pleasure and amusement. People are just interested in
enjoying every present moment of their lives, by having fun, eating,
etc. Korean Shamanism has been particularly associatied with this kind
of amusement and has promoted this characteristic among the Korean
people.
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Shamanism has been maintained for a long time as a dominant
religion among the Korean people. Although its prevailing power
became weaker and weaker with the introduction of systematic
religions such as Buddhism and Confucianism, shamanistic relics have
remained among the people. Positively speaking, it has greatly
influenced all the other imported religions, even Christianity,
resulting in the syncretic characteristics of those religions.® There
are still quite a number of people who believe in Shamanism or have
shamanistic beliefs, despite a distinct decrease in this tendency due to
advanced educational achievement among the Korean people, indicated by
the low illiteracy rate of eight percent in 1982. One of the most
important reasons that Shamanism remains today may be its thousands of
years of history in the land. Thus, it is also evident that all the
imported religions have more or less been syncretized with Shamanism.
3. Impact of Shamanism on Christian Mission
Some scholars point out that the shamanistic background of
Korean culture plays an important role in the growth of the Korean
churches.^ It was mentioned above that two shamanistic attitudinal
tendencies are dependent upon the gods and fatalism. These tendencies
have become manifest particularly in situations of social-psychological
unrest and conflict in Korea. The late 19th century, when Christianity
first came to Korea, was a very difficult period in terms of the
social, political, and economic situation. Politically, Korea was
forced to open her door to powerful nations and the land became a field
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for the larger nations’ power gaoes. Economically, the old system of
feudalism began to collapse but a new economic system could not be
established. Socially, rapid change toward modernization resulted in
value conflicts. In these situations, the Korean people needed some
psychological or social-psychological haven which could provide them
with comfort and courage. The traditional religions such as Buddhism
and Confucianism could not play such a role due to their loss of
dynamic, influential power.*® But it was quite a different story for
Christianity. The newly arrived religion seemed to have a fresh image
that would satisfy the needs of the Korean people at that time. The
shamanistic desire for dependence and Christianity’s promise of comfort
and peace came together and the Korean church began to grow.**
As the socio-political situation of Korea greatly worsened
under the Japanese occupation, the Korean people inevitably sought
more ’’dependence-feeling.” This factor supposedly influenced further
church growth in Korea. But the socio-political situation has still
not improved much up to now, while this tendency still seems to
function as one of the reasons for church growth in Korea. This point
will be fully discussed later.
Professor Son argues that the shamanistic background of
Korean culture plays an important role in the present growth of the
Korean churches.*2 Shamanism has almost no ethical teachings.
Innumerable gods and spirits are believed to bless and curse humans.
And the gods and spirits are believed to be manipulated by shamans
using special occult techniques and offerings which amount to
briberies. Both the blessings and the curses are entirely worldly.
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Blessings include wealth, health, power, and honor. Curses include
disease, poverty, failure in business, etc. Son maintains that
Shamanism’s penetration has speeded up recently, especially because
of the churches’ drive for numerical growth.
Some shamanistic elements are very effectively used by the
Christian churches, mostly without fully realizing their origin, in
order to attract more people. Most apparent is the excessive
emphasis in sermons on the believers’ earthly blessings. The Full
Gospel Central Church in Seoul, which claimed over four hundred
thousand members in 1989, for instance, uses as a church slogan 3
John, verse 2- ’’Beloved, I wish above all things that thou raayest
prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospers.” The church
teaches that all believers will be rich in possessions, healthy in
body, and prosperous in spiritual life. They call this ’’the triple
meter faith.” Faith healing by laying hands on the sick is much
practiced. People pray for material blessings shamelessly while at the
same time giving offerings. The church, in spite of much
criticism and some irregularities, is growing day by day. It is
already the largest single congregation in the world and perhaps the
richest.
The visible example of the success of the Full Gospel Central
Church has made an enormous impact upon the Korean churches.
Numerous pastors, particularly evangelists, attempt to imitate Rev.
Cho, Yong-Gi, the pastor of the Full Gospel Central Church, although
they lack his charisma. They are experiencing moderate success as far
as the increase of membership and offerings are concerned. With little
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emphasis on Christian social responsibilities or daily Christian
living, they loudly promise earthly blessings as rewards of faith,
prayer, and sacrifices in forms of offerings and services to the
church. Prayer with fasting, speaking in tongues, and visible
signs of the second birth are excessively stressed. Pastors are
sometimes looked upon and treated almost as shamans by many new
believers rather than as spiritual leaders who teach them the Word of
God. A considerable portion of Korean Christians are more
interested in their pastor’s prayers for them than their sermons.
However, new believers should be trained to recognize the great
value of spiritual blessings which sometimes demand the sacrifice of
earthly possessions, honors, health, and pleasure. Sacrifice and
selflessness are not sufficiently emphasized in the Korean churches for
fear of losing membership. It is widely known that Korean
Christians are giving very much, perhaps more than Christians in
many other parts of the world, but not everyone is giving out of a
pure heart. Many give in order to receive more, based on the
shamanistic practice of bribing gods and spirits.
Thus, it is safe to say that the shamanistic culture of the Korean
people has had a great impact on church growth in Korea although
it has also functioned negatively for the qualitative maturity of
Korean churches. In summary, when shamanistic value orientations
such as fatalistic dependence and realistic materialism have mixed with
the Christian teachings in Korean churches, they have been widely
accepted by the people, which has resulted in church growth in the
numerical sense.
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B. Native Religious Beliefs
1. Hanania Belief
Koreans had the concept of aonotheisa, Hanania. before any
foreign religion caae to Korea. Soae scholars attempt to treat this
concept as a distinctive fora of Shaaanisa.^^ But it seems that the
Hanania concept should be distinguished from shaaanistic polytheism.
The word is composed of two words, Han and Nim. "Nim” is a title
of honor which means "dignity” or "superiority,” but the word “Han” is
more complicated. Han itself simply means one. So some scholars
interpret the concept of Hananim as ’’the Only One.”*'* Some interpret
it as ’’heavenly,” insisting that the word ”Han” came from the word
"Hanal” , which means heaven.*® Some others interpret it as ’’the
Great” insisting the word Han came from the Chinese character ’’Khan,”
which means ’’great.” *® Nevertheless, though they do not agree about
the origin of the word Han. they seem to agree that the concept
Hananim has all of the three meanings and that it implies distinctive
monotheism in native Korea. *’^
Thus Hulbert considers the belief in Hananim to be ’’the purest
religious notion...entirely unconnected with either of the imported
cults and as far removed from the crude nature-worship,”*® Clark also
thinks that the concept of Hananim is unique, that without a doubt
it "goes far back into the images of Korean history before any of the
foreign religions came into the country.”*’ Then it goes without saying
that the concept of Hananim , which means ’’the One Great Whole,” has
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been a unique monotheistic belief not only among primitive Koreans but
also among modern Koreans.
Korean people always believed and worshipped Hananim as the
Supreme Ruler for whom there was no image or likeness in heaven or
earth or under the earth. Differently from Shamanism,
monotheistic belief in Hananim has contributed to the ethical
thinking of Koreans, expressed in their conviction of the final
victory of truth and justice and the belief that God gives the final
judgment by punishing evil doers and by destroying evil
powers.In spite of the lack of systematic ethical theory in the
ancient period, the monotheisitic implication of Hananim worship
also provided the strong concepts of kindness and love, filial
piety, purity, politeness, and chastity, which seem to have prevailed
among the Korean people from the time prior to the Chinese influence.22
It is still a common saying to warn wrong doers, ’’Don’t you
fear Hananim?” It is noteworthy that the phrase ’’Hananim’s
protection” is mentioned in the national anthem of Korea, as
follows: . . by Hananim ’s protection, our country be forever.,.”
However, it is also true that though the concept of and belief in
Hananim have remained among the Korean people up to today, Hananim
worship and its influence on the people eventually became weak. The
religious belief in Hananim began to be syncretized with Buddhism,
Confucianism, and Christianity due to the powerful influences of
those religious, and to Hananim’s lack of doctrines and systems, and
the absence of priests and rituals.
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2. Tangun Myth
Another important subject in the research of original Korean
culture has been the study of the Tangun myth, a myth of national
foundation. Strictly speaking, the Tangun myth cannot be regarded
as a historical record by which the founding of Korea can be traced.
Rather, it is a saga which tried to communicate or convey some
message.23 The story of the Tangun myth is included in
Saraguk-yusa , written by the Buddhist monk Il-Yon(1279). who tried to
collect various myths and legends handed down from the earliest times by
oral tradition. The story of the Tangun myth is as follows:
In the ancient writings, it is said that: There was Whan-Ung
son of Whan-In(®H i Hananim) . who desired to descend
upon the human world beneath. Knowing his son’s intention, the
Father, who felt the need of public welfare for the people
upon the three high mountains of Taibaik , allowed him to
descend and govern the people on earth, providing him with the
three Heavenly-warrants. Whan-Ung descended upon the Taibaik
mountain with three thousand spirits and founded his divine city
under the sacred tree. This is the one who was called
Whan-Ung. the heavenly king, Accompanined by the ’’Wind General,”
the "Rain Governer,” and the ’’Cloud Manager,” he governed and
cultivated people on earth, teaching them shin-do (shin:god/
do:doctrine). Thus Whan-Ung taught the people the five
priciples of shin-do concerning agriculture, destiny, diseases,
criminal law, and morality and, also, the three hundred and
sixty six ethical principles and regulations concerning
husband-wife, father-son, king-subordinate relationships, etc.;
and regulations concerning food, water, clothing and community life.
Whan-Ung thus made people live a community life. He divided
three thousand communities into districts and he at times rode out,
upon an ox, to see how his people lived. For one hundred and
twenty-four years he served his people without kingly rank and
neither did the people have any consciousness of nationality. One
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day Whan-Ung was approached by a bear and a tiger, both of whom
eagerly wanted to be changed into humans. He gave them each a
stalk of artemisia and twenty pieces of garlic, telling them to
eat these, and to hide from the light of the sun in a dark cave
for a hundred days. Only the bear was able to follow this program
through, the tiger not having the patience to remain hidden for
very long. Eventually after only twenty-one days,the bear was
changed into a woman and she prayed again to the have a baby.
Responding to the wish of the bear-woman, Whan-ung incarnated
into a man for a moment and married her. Between them,a son, Tangun
was born. Tangun founded his kingdom, Choson (old name
of Korea), at Pyungyang (now the capital of North Korea) in the
fiftieth year of Tangko* s reign (ancient Chinese saga king)...and
reigned for one thousand and five hundred years. 24
It is common agreement that Whan-In of the Tangun
myth is another name for Hananim.25 The Tangun myth is authentic
evidence of Hananim worship among ancient Koreans. At the same
time. the Tangun myth gives a clue for the discovery of
religious practices among the people, when we relate the Tangun myth
to the monotheistic implication of Hananim worship.
One of the outstanding social or moral ideas in the Tangun
myth is the principle of ’’man for the public interest.” As the
story tells it, one of the main reasons why Whan-In sent down
his son Whan-Ung was to serve the interest of the people on earth.
In other words, the founding idea of ancient Korea was based on the
public interest or welfare of the people and not of the king or
privileged class.The idea of ’’man for the public interest” was well
reflected in the social system of the ancient kingdoms. It was the
basis of the primitive democratic system in Korea. In spite of many
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similar examples in other cultures, it is unique in the sense that
almost every kingdom had democratic systems, such as Whabaik in
Si 1 la. Chegapyongyi in Buyo. Kunkonehoeyi in the Koguryo. and so
on.27 Important decisions were made in democratic meetings composed of
representatives of the people. In Si 1 la* s Whabaik system, the agreement
had to be unanimous without a single dissenter. The selection or
dethronement of the king was decided in this meeting. There was also a
system by which an individual could appeal directly to the king
himself.28
Another important element in the Tangun myth is the emphasis
on agriculture. All three Heavenly-warrants are related to
agriculture. In Korea, the geographical conditions accelerated the
development of agricultural culture without going through a long
period of nomadic culture.29 Also, the Tangun myth is patriarchal
as a whole. Thus the Tangun myth reveals to us that Korea was
then in a period of agricultural culture based on the patriarchal
family system, which tends to develop as an extended family system in
order to have more hands for cooperative farming. An extended
family system tends to emphasize the authority of the head of the
family in order to enforce harmony and peace among the members. And the
emphasis on the authority of the family head leads to the strong concept
of filial piety while the parents are alive and of ancestor worship
after they die. Therefore the strong emphasis on filial piety and
on ancestor worship was natural to the people in ancient Korea. The
socio-ethical foundation of ancestor worship, coupled with the
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spirit-worship of Shamanisa, confirmed the strong observance of
ancestor worship or religious service for deceased ancestors from an
early time.^'
There appeared a native Korean religion named Tae.iong-gyo
or Tangun-gyo. which was based on Tangun worship. It was also
based on the dogma of the trinity of gods, Vhan-In( Hananim). the
creator of the universe, Whan-Ung. the heavenly ruler, and Tangun.
the national founder of Korea. In order to propagate the worship of
Whan-In, Tangun established rituals for offering prayers of praise
and propitiation to heaven. These rituals towards the gods,
particularly Tangun. were strongly established among nobles and
commoners alike by the time of the Three kingdoms period, but with the
introduction of foreign religions, purity in the practice of
Tae.ion-gyo gradually declined. By the 15th century, this cult as
such had practically disappeared. However, the resurgence of Korean
nationalism and spirit of independence in the late 19th and 20th
centuries has led to the appearance of several sects claiming to
represent a revival of this ancient cult.^^
There are few adherents today of this belief, but the Tangun
myth has obviously and significantly influenced later religious
devlopments as well as social and ethical ideology of Koreans from the
early period. The event of the foundation of Korea by Tangun is
supposed to have happened in 2333 B.C., and until recent times
Korean calendars and dates were reckoned from this year. And
October 3rd is an annual national holiday celebrating the foundation of
Korea. Thus it is obvious that the Tangun myth has very deep and
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wide iapilcatlons for Koreans. It is neither real history nor
simple legend or myth, but transcends all of these.
3 . Functions of Native Religous Beliefs for Christian Mission
The ethical, eschatological, and ontological elements implied in
Hananim worship made it easy for Koreans to accept and develop
highly systematic religions such as Buddhism, Confucianism, and
Christianity. Among them Christianity was much more adaptable to the
basic thinking of Hananim than other religions particularly due to
the monotheistic character of Hananim and its beliefs about sin
and punishment.^ Specifically, the idea of monotheism, to which the
Korean people were accustomed, was of great advantage in understanding
the nature and the person of the Christian God. Also, the moral
elements of Hananim worship were helpful for the practice of
Christian ethics. Another very important development was that
Christianity in Korea adopted the word Hananim as the name of the
Christian God. Therefore, the first missionaries who came into
Korea had no difficulty translating the name of the Christian God
into Korean. These are some of the important reasons why Christian
mission was able to be so successful from the beginning in Korea.
Furthermore, from the religious point of view, the Tangun
myth enabled the Korean people to accept other religions with ease.
The ancestor worship and filial piety implied in the myth coincided with
Confucian ethics. And the concept of ’’man for the public interest” in
this myth may be a clue to why only Mahayana Buddhism was widely
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accepted in Korea since Mahayana Buddhism pursues the goal of public
salvation rather than personal salvation. Of particular interest here
is its relation to Christian mission. Needless to say, the concepts of
trinity, incarnation, and the supreme God implied in the Taneun myth
are very similar to those of Christianity. The relationship among
Whan-In. Whan-Ung. and Tangun might have helped Koreans understand
the Christian doctrine of Trinity. The delicate concept of the
incarnation could also be easily understood considering the appearance
of Tangun , God-man. Therefore we may say that the wide and general
belief in the Tangun myth in Korea had a positive impact on
Christian mission in Korea from the early times.
C. Buddhism
1. Cultural Characteristics of Buddhism in Korea
Buddhism in its original form was a highly esoteric
phil osophical formula for personal salvation through renunciation of
worldly desires, thus avoiding rebirth in the endless cycle of
reincarnations which was a feature of India’s Hindu religion. With
the spread of Buddhism from its point of origin in India, however,
all sorts of local superstitions and theological systems were
absorbed into it, producing at last an elaborate array of deities,
saviors, saints, heavens, and hells. It is this type of Buddhism,
called Mahayana , that appeared in Korea.
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Buddhisn was introduced to Kogurvo in 372 A.D. when a
■onk named Shun Tao brought a Buddhist image and Buddhist scriptures
from the Chinese state of Earlier Ch’in. This was not the rather austere
Hinayana (Theravadin), but the popular Mahayana Buddhism which had
evolved the doctrine of Bodhisattvas, persons who had achieved
Buddhahood but who voluntarily abstained from passing into the state of
Nirvana in order to help suffering humanity to achieve enlightenment.
Mahayana thus offered not only escape from the wheel of existence to
those who achieved enlightenment, but also help and protection in this
world. 3"* For these reasons, it was immediately popular and received
official recognition and support.
In 384 an Indian monk named Marananta brought Buddhism to
Paekche. Buddhism was warmly welcomed because of its offer of
protection of the individual and the state. The new religon must
have spread widely in the two Kingdoms, apparently under royal
patronage. Many temples and monasteries were constructed, and
hordes of believers converted. So rapidly and deeply rooted did
Buddhism become in Paekche and Kogurvo , in fact, that by the
sixth century priests, scriptures, and religious artisans and
artifacts were being sent to Japan, forming the basis of the early
Buddhist Asuka culture there.Si 1 la did not begin to receive
Buddhist influence until about half a century later, but when Buddhism
was accepted as the state religion, the influence spread rapidly as in
the two other Kingdoms.
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Thus Buddhisa becaae a major tradition of Korean life and a
dominant feature of Korean society until its influence began to wane in
the fourteenth century. It shaped and influenced people’s
perspectives and the institutions they built. It was a vehicle for a
vast body of thought, a tremendous literature, and an art of rich
splendor. Buddhism opened to the Korean people a door to a
different world with its views of human beings and the universe, its
concept of vast and limitless time, its notions of an unending series of
births and rebirths until Nirvana is reached, and its great
compassion.The mysticism and supernatural aura which permeated the
Buddhist outlook blended well with native shamanistic and religious
elements and Taoistic practices brought in from the continent.
The period of unified Si 1 la was the Golden Age of Buddhism,
during which the state and the elite ushered in a period of artistic
splendor in monastery building and the arts. Monasteries crowded the
capital, Kyung Joo. and its environs, while hundreds of others were
constructed in the mountains throughout the country. Many of the
wooden buildings with their paintings and wooden carvings
disappeared centuries ago under the torches of invaders, but the
more enduring forms of metal and stone show the brilliance of this age
of Buddhist art. The true greatness of Si 1 la Buddhist art may be
seen in its stone sculpture and construction, and its metal
casting.
One of the great stimuli of Buddhist development was the travel of
numerous Korean monks to China and even to India, to study and obtain
scriptures. These cultural contacts led the monks to vigorous
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activities such as translating and writing comientaries on Buddhist
scriptures. Another consequence of these contacts was the increasing
introduction of nuaerous Buddhist sects. There also appeared soae
sects established by Korean monks. Later, the most famous five sects,
both foreign and native, were Yolban (Nirvana Sutra), Kyeyul
(Vinaya), Hwaom (Avatamsaka Sutra), Popsong (Dharmata), and
Popsang (Dharmalak Shana), which together constituted the Ogyo (”Five
Doctrinal Sects”). They were grouped together because they all laid
special emphasis upon scripture, their differences consisting in which
particular parts of the vast Buddhist scriptures they most venerated.^®
Since they laid emphasis on the study of the scriptures, the Five Sects
appealed particularly to the aristocracy. Among the masses, however,
there now appeared a new sect called Chongto-gyo (’’Pure Land”), which
was an elaboration of the Mahavana doctrine of the Bodhisattvas
and taught that one could obtain salvation simply; by praying to the
Bodhisattvas.
In the 7th century a new sect from China was brought, and was
gradually popularized till it was firmly established. This sect was
called Ch’ an in Chinese and Son in Korean, but is most
familiar to the Western world under its Japanese name, Zen. The
word Son means "meditation” and that is what it emphasized. It
taught that the state of true enlightenment was to be attained, not
by study of the scriptures, not yet by prayer to the Bodhisattvas. but
by meditation, a concentrating of the mind upon the central truths of
existence.
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During the Korvo period, Buddhism continued to be maintained
as a royally sponsored religion, since it was considered to be most
efficacious in protecting the state. Splendid temples were built not
only outside the new capital Kae-Sune and on famous mountains
throughout the country but even within the palace walls. Most of
these were built at state expense and received from the state vast
paddy fields and labor forces. Buddhism thus received not only
spiritual but material support from the state.
Monkhood was a national institution and many of the
officials including members of the royal clan became monks. There
thus grew up a monkish aristocracy parallel to that which dominated
secular life. Since Buddhism was felt to be not only the refuge and
salvation of the individual but also the protector of the state, the
leaders of the monks became men of great influence and power, and the
temples grew wealthy. All this, plus the monks’ immunity from
taxation and military duty, made a religious career attractive not
only to the pious but also to the ambitious. ““ The monks were
organized in a hierarchy similar to that of the government, with
schools, examinations, grades and titles. At the top were Wangsa.
the royal tutor, and Kuksa. national teacher. The monasteries, with
wide lands in their possession, began to engage in money-lending,
brewing, livestock-breeding and commerce, and to protect their power
they had their own army. When in the 13th century the Mongols
invaded Koryo. the king and the court implored divine assistance by
undertaking the immense project of carving the entire bulk of Buddhist
scriptures into wooden blocks for printing. This was the so-called
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Tripitaka Koreana. the complete Buddhist canon, which was started in
1236. It consisted of 81,258 panels (325,032 pages), and took 16 years
to complete, being considered one of the most outstanding such
compilations in the history of the world. It was a great stimulus to
the development of the art of printing in Korea, and led to the
invention of movable metal type in 1236, more than two centuries before
its appearance in Europe. "*2
Besides the already existing sects of Buddhism, Uich’on brought
in the doctrines of the T*ien T*ai (Ch’ont’ae), which was of purely
Chinese origin and was an attempt to harmonize the chief sects, Ogyo
emphasizing study of the scriptures and Son emphasizing
meditation.'*^ The old Son sect was reorganized into a new grouping
and body of doctrine known thereafter as Chogve. which is now the
largest Buddhist denomination.
In later Koryo. the introduction of neo-Confucianism stimulated
intellectuals to oppose Buddhism, criticizing the corruption of the
monks and the wealth of the monasteries. Thus the Koryo
scholar-officials began to attack Buddhism as anti-social, and to
advocate the suppression or the strict curtailment of its institutions.
Therefore, when Yi,Song-Gye overthrew Koryo and founded the Yi
Dynasty with the help of Confucian scholars and officials, he adopted a
basic national policy of pro-Confucianism and anti-Buddhism. In quick
succession, laws were made prohibiting women from visiting monasteries,
monks were severely restricted in their activities, the vast wealth and
land-holdings of temples were seized and many temples were abolished. It
was prohibited to build temples and the numbers of monks and nuns were
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strictly limited. Thus during this period Buddhism, along with
Shamanism, was pushed into a corner of society and restricted as a
private belief among the masses and women. Though Buddhism and
Shamanism were officially repressed, they were deeply rooted among the
people. They still exercise much influence, particularly among the
lower class, as a private system of belief.
2. Impact of Buddhism on Korean Culture
On the whole. Buddhism was a tolerant religion, and the
previously prevailing Shamanism and the native Deism had a good deal of
influence on Buddhism practices. For example, almost every Korean
Buddhist temple complex has a side chapel near the main worship
hall containing a shrine to the mountain spirits, or a tutelary
deity of the spot, usually depicted as an old man with a pet tiger.'*'*
This symbol is derive'd from both the Chinese Taoist tradition and its
union with Shamanism and the native Deism. Also, some religious
sculptures such as memorial stones and tomb-figures are to be found
which are not of Buddhist origin but were built in the native
tradition.'*® However, the most important thing is that as Buddhism
spread among the people, it combined with and absorbed many popular
beliefs from Shamanism and the native religions, such as realistic
materialism, and as a result became syncretic.
Even after the repression of Buddhism during the Dynasty,
it has remained among commoners and lower class people, especially
women, as a private and trusted religion. Not only because of the
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unfavorable treatment of Buddhism by national policy during the last
Dynasty, but also because of the other-worldly and transcendental
characteristics of the religion, it has always been politically and
socially inactive or indifferent. In the post-Korean War years,
however. Buddhism seems to be experiencing a considerable revival
among the people. Though its growth rate is lower than
Christianity's it has the largest religious population in Korea.
Also, there has gradually begun to appear an attempt to turn
"mountain Buddhism” into "community Buddhism”; "clerical Buddhism”
into "popular Buddhism”; and "temple-centered Buddhism” into "socially
relevant Buddhism.”** This kind of attempt seems to be proceeding
successfully, with social participation and political and academic
activities. There is no doubt that Buddhism, being influenced by other
religious traditions, has contributed not only to the formation of the
brilliant traditional heritage of Korean culture in the material sphere,
including arts, architecture, sculpture, literature, painting, etc.,
but also to the shaping of the spiritual ideology of the Korean
people.
3. Impact of Buddhism on Christian Mission
It is not easy to determine exactly what impact the Buddhistic
cultural background of Korea had on Christian mission. This is
particularly so since Buddhist conversions to Christianity have been
few. However, some of the characteristics of Buddhistic tradition
which have influenced the thinking of Korean people may work as
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positive functions for Christian mission. First of all. Buddhism was
originally a tolerant religion, and as a result, there was little
conflict or tension between Buddhism and Christianity when the latter
first entered the country. If Korean Buddhism had had an exclusive
attitude, Christian mission in Korea might have been difficult.
This is the case even today, although some conflicts have arisen
recently, due mainly to Korean churches’ arrogant and exclusive
attitude and behavior.
Another positive function of Buddhism for Christian mission in
Korea may be found in its doctrinal beliefs. The Christian doctrinal
concepts of salvation, heaven and hell were easily accepted by new
converts to Christianity, since the people were already accustomed to
these concepts through Buddhistic popular ideas. For example, the idea
of heaven and hell in Christianity was akin to the Korean Buddhist idea
of Paradise(mm) or Nirvana."*® According to Dr. Harold S. Hong, the
Buddhist doctrine of Nirvana is somewhat similar to the Christian
doctrine of salvation."*^
Practically speaking, the Buddhistic traditions of studying the
scriptures and practicing meditation have not been popular among
ordinary Buddhists, who rather express their faith through belief in and
prayer to the Bodhisattvas of buddhistic religion. Originally,
Buddhism was an autonomous religion which called upon each person to
seek the way of salvation for himself or herself. Buddhism in Korea,
however, became a heteronomous religion which promised to provide people
with salvation from without. In this situation the Korean people’s
religious thinking has been established almost entirely on the basis of
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a feeling of dependence on an absolute power for salvation. This
religous cultural background may have a positive function for Christian
mission. Then it is no wonder that Korean Christians are strongly
motivated to believe in and pray to God for salvation, whatever meaning
the concept of salvation has for them.
Finally, some of the Buddhistic ethical teachings had common
ground with Christian ethical teachings. The most important
teaching in Buddhism was that of benevolence, which was similar to the
Christian concept of love. There were many other shared ethical
teachings, which would be another reason why the Korean peoples did not
see the new foreign religion as heterogeneous.
All of these factors can be viewed as positive influences for
Christian mission in Korea. However, considering the fact that
Buddhism is the oldest religion in Korea and that Buddhists are
least likely to convert to another religion, the Buddhistic
tradition in Korea evidently also has some negative effects on
Christian mission.
D. Confucianism
1. Historical Setting of Confucianism in Korea
Confucius set up an ideal ethical-moral system intended to
govern all the relationships within the family and the state in
harmonious unity. It was basically a system of subordinations: of the
son to the father; of the younger to the elder brother; of the wife to
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the husband: and of the subject to the throne. It inculcated
filial piety, reverence for ancestors, and loyalty of friend to
friend. Strong enphasis was laid upon decorum, rites and ceremony.
Scholarship and aesthetic cultivation were regarded as prerequisites
for those in governing or official positions.
All of the Three Kingdoms have left records that indicate the
early existence of Confucian influence. In Koguryo. a Confucian univer¬
sity called T*aehak. which taught the Chinese language and the Confucian
classics and was intended mainly to train prospective government
officials, was established in 372 A.D., while the provinces had
scattered Confucian private schools called K^ongdang.®® Paekche also
seems to have established similar institutions for teaching of the
Confucian classics and Chinese historical writings. Thus Confucian
social philosophy was generally adopted, although it was not allowed to
affect the prerogative of the ruling aristocratic class. Si 1 la was
the last of the Three' Kingdoms to adopt Chinese culture, but with
unification her interest in Confucianism rapidly increased. Though
Buddhism was the state religion, Confucianism formed the philosophical
and structural backbone of the state. While the study and practice of
Confucianism may have been restricted primarily to the ranks of the
educated elite at that time, the doctrine itself was eventually to
have rather far-reaching effects upon all of Korean society.^* The
notion of filial piety must have been attractive to the Korean people,
already accustomed to strong primary or familial reationships.Thus
Buddhism provided answers to questions regarding the individual’s
relationship to the universe and the future, while Confucianism defined
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hunans’ relations with each other and with secular authority.
Of these two traditions, the foraer remained dominant in the religious
sector and the latter in the bureaucaratic sector in remarkable harmony
for a millennium.
During the Koryo period, Confucianism carried out the
same function and role as in previous Kingdoms. The institutionalization
of Confucian principles of government proceeded with the adoption of
the Kwago (civil service examination, which lasted during the
following Dynasty). The subject matter of the exams consisted
entirely of the pantheon of Confucian classics and commentaries,
plus the writing of poetry and essays on a given subject.®** Thus, in
Koryo. while Buddhism ministered to the peoples spiritual needs,
Confucianism continued to be the influence in social ethics,
education, and government. In late Koryo. the introduction of
Chu Hsi’s neo-Confucianism cut the ground out from under Buddhism. In
this period attacks on Buddhism began with the condemnation of the
misconduct of monks and practices of the monasteries. Later, emphasis
was shifted to a blanket condemnation of Buddhism per se. What Chu Hsi
did was to provide the simple, practical ethical concepts of Confucius
with a metaphysical backing that amounted almost to a religion. The
Confucian virtues and relationships were now seen not merely as being
good for pragmatic reasons, because they worked, but as a
manifestation of the nature of the universe itself.®®
In spite of the mixed ideological background of Korean culture,
Confucianism has dominated Korean society, especially its ethical
system and social structure. This was particularly true in the Yi
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Dynasty, whose founder Yi. Song-Gve adopted Confucianisi as
the official national policy for politics, economics, and social
structure. During the five hundred years of the Yi Dynasty,
Confucianism dominated almost every aspect of the Korean people’s
life except the private aspect of life and religion.®** The Yi
Dynasty not only rejected Buddhism but also tried to repress it. Broadly
speaking, the reasons behind the persecution of Buddhism were political,
economic, and social rather than religous.®"^ Politically, the new
dynasty had to do away with Buddhism because it had been the spiritual
and moral supporter of the Koryo Dynasty. Economically, it needed
to confiscate the enormous property of the temples for political funds.
And socially, the new dynasty wanted to wipe out the old Buddhistic
image of the preceding dynasty which was dominated and also corrupted by
the monks.
2. Characteristics of Confucianism
As Confucianism was developed into neo-Confucianism, the immanental
principle came to prevail in its ethical concepts. The cardinal virtue
of Confucianism is .ien( iH). Jen is such a broad concept as to include
all other virtues in it, and is the ground of every virtue. In the
framework of Five Relations or Bonds of Confucianism, jen expresses
itself as benevolence and loyalty between sovereign and minister,
kindness and filial piety between father and son, righteous behavior and
obedience between husband and wife, and trust between friends. The
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proper way of expressing .ien according to time, place, and status of
the situation is called the third cardinal virtue of Confucian
ethics, which includes a systea of ceremonials, customary morality,
mores, rites, etc. An emotive faculty in mind which tries to put
unbalanced and disharmonious things into balance and harmony is l(^),
the second cardinal virtue. The practice of .ien. 1 i. and i
requires chih(^) which implies knowledge, the fourth cardinal
virtue. With the concepts of virtue and self-cultivation,
teleological immanentism was very strong in the Chu Hsi Confucianism
which prevailed in the Yi dynasty.®®
Harmony and unity are the main theme of Confucian metaphysics.
This can best be illustrated in the relationships between Yin(and
Yang( |1§) and between Being(%) and Non-Being(, etc. Strictly
speaking, these metaphysical theories originate from Taoism and
Buddhism. But in neo-Confucianism the cosmic nature of Confucianism
comes to be synthesized with them.®^ The concept of Yin and Yang
which penetrates most of Chinese culture and thought is the theory that
in all things and events are two elements, forces, or principles. Yin,
which is feminine, negative, passive, weak and destructive, and Yang,
which is masculine, positive, active, strong and constructive. These are
the great dual forces which create and control the universe and human
life and the final result is the harmony of the Yin and the Yang.
The one becomes the expression of the other and both operate in "mutual
production and mutual overcoming”®® and thus there is a "dynamic monism
through the dialectic.
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The theory of harmony between two forces affects the
understanding of social and moral problems of humans and society. The
theory of harmony does not allow any radical separation between the
good and the evil, between the sacred and the secular, between man and
nature, between human and human, or human and society. ^11 have to
work in a harmonious way and this is the basis for the optimistic
Confucian ideal. Thus the rationalized social order based on personal
cultivation and harmonious social relationships becomes the ethical
goal of Confucianism. As a result, an individual becomes a mere
institutional being deprived of his dignity and rights and has
meaning only when he belongs to the family, to the society, and to the
order of nature and Heaven. From the social concept of harmony and
unity there emerges the characteristic social order as described by W,
H. P. Faunce:
In all Oriental civilization we find a social structure wholly
different (from the West). We find everywhere cohesion, solidarity,
the individual completely subordinate to the society of which he is
a part. In place of self-assertion we find passivity, in place of
resistance to tyrants we find patient aversion to any change.
Instead of restless, eager amibition to climb out of the condition
in which one is born, we find the stratification of society into
immovable layers.
The emphasis on unity and harmony naturally resulted in the
hierarchical order because the Yin is always subordinate to the
Yang. Yin and Yang form ”a cosmic hierarchy of balanced
inequality.”*** Thus the Confucian Five Relations all define superiority
and inferiority between two related parties—except that of friends.
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These relations are based on a hierarchical, connon obedience pattern.
The Confucian concept of harnony finds its perfect expression in
the family system, which is not only a unit but the prototype of all
social structure. In Confucianism, the family as the prototype of all
social organizations, is the starting place for the training of
individuals for social life. Thus Kitagawa defines family-centered
Confucianism as the religion of "family-ism”*^® and Mei defines Confucian
society as a system of "fami1iocracy.
3. Functions of Confucianism in Korean Culture
The ideas and practices of Confucianism, deeply and strongly
rooted in Korean society and the Korean people during the Yi
dynasty, have dominated Korean culture up to the present. They have
made a crucial contribution to the formation of characteristic
Korean attitudes, and many of them correspond to elements in
Shamanism. The first such element is present-centered realism.®^ Its
interest is not in things such as the existence of God, eternity, or
problems after death. Therefore, it lacks the idea of good and evil and
consciousness of sin in connection with absolute values. All things
are prescribed as relative human relations in the present. The depth of
life in connection with the ground of existence does not matter, but
only the shallow prescription of conduct which is the center of the
present circumstances.
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The second characteristic of Confucianisa is the selfish
family-centered idea."^® Three out of the Five Confucian Principles of
Life, such as the relations between father and son, husband and wife,
elder and younger, all relate to the family order, and the
relationbetween king and subjects is understood as a simple extension of
the relation between father and son. So the concept of order in public
society is no more than the enlargement of the family unit. There
remains only a family-centered concept of favoritism based on kinship,
which has no connection with public society. The conception of public or
national interest is lacking, but the conception of the personal
interest of the selfish family group influences everything.
The third Confucian element is the loss of subjectivity.^^ The
above-mentioned relative ethics and doctrine of the family have denied
the subjective ego. This does not mean that the ego is enlarged to a
social or national whole and one participates in this, but that it
becomes an entity that escapes subjective responsibility by being
subjugated to the small group which is called the family, within the
society. All of one’s destiny is swayed by the group of family
relatives. All of one’s conduct is decided by the family, and one’s
fortune is carved by the influence of the family. Success in life is
related to the family honor and so, in such a situation, a person’s
subjective personality is not nearly as important as honor and
formality.
The fourth characteristic is conservative authority and
tradition, the element which supports the person is his/her family
tradition and authority,'^® which should be obeyed. The result is
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conservatism and isolationism. One must be constant in maintaining the
tradition without any volition for the progressive development of
his/her own subjective decision.
The last characteristic of Confucianism is the putting of
government above people. The original Confucian ethics, aimed at
statecraft, was made for the rulers. So the anti-democratic
attitude of government-first prevails. The ruling class called
"Yanebans” could afford to waste much wealth in their drive to
become government officials, which gave them power, honor and
fortune all at once. Meanwhile, people engaged in agriculture,
commerce and industry, the exploited class, were naturally despised, and
this became a factor which blocked industrial development.
These elements, particularly, the family-centeredness of the
Confucian social system were developed into an extreme pattern by the
Yi dynasty. The geneological tablet called Chokbo was regarded
as the family treasure, because one was judged by his patriarchal
family lineage, regardless of his ability and capacity in many
cases.The ethical demands of the wider family were regarded as
higher than those of the state, and the particularistic ties of family
and kinship were highly solidified. Thus ancestor worship or religious
service for deceased ancestors, which played an integrating function in
the extended family system for the preservation of peace and order by
submitting family members to the authority of the ancestors and their
direct descendants, played a major role, in the family.
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While Confucius’ teachings later disappeared as a basis for
government and administration, after so many centuries of indoctrination
in these tenets Koreans have not yet outgrown the customs, habits, and
thought patterns derived from the system. Strictly speaking,
Confucianism is a moral philosophy rather than a religion because of the
absence in it of theology, eschatology, soteriology, etc. As a result
it emphasizes learning and practice of its moral principles rather than
practice of rituals, ceremony and prayer, services of worship and so on.
Therefore, it is no wonder that Confucian followers represent a small
portion of the total population (see page 58), in spite of the dominant
power and influence of Confucianism in every political and social realm
for centuries, up to recent times. As a matter of fact, Confucianism
has prevailed among Koreans as the source of moral behavior and the
ground of the way of life. Its influence has been so powerful and
serious that it has become elevated to something near a religion in
Korea, and its influertce has been rooted even among the believers of
other religions, as well as among those with no religion. Thus
Confucianism has contributed to the formation of morality both in
personal behavior and in social relations, although some of these
results have brought dysfunctional reactions.
4. Positive Functions of Confucianism for Christian Mission
Some characteristics of Confucianism are supposed to play a
positive role for Christian mission in Korea. The first is
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faBllisB. Nelson even argues that an iaportant factor influencing
church growth today is the Confucian family structure.^2 mentioned
above, the family unit is strong even today and is the basic social unit
in Korea. The soundest way for a person to come to Christ has been in
the setting of his/her own family. Sung-Chun maintains that the family
is the basic unit in Korean society so it is not unusual for all aeabers
of a family group to adopt Christianity at the same time.^^ He affirms
that the great numbers who rushed into the church were mainly whole
family units moving together. The Christians did not go out and "beat
the bushes,” talking to strangers about their faith, but they talked to
people they knew and to people with whom they had strong family ties.
These ties were the means by which the Korean church multiplied ahead
of the missionaries. Because of the close-knit web of family
relationships and the inter-family relationships through the clan, no
one wished to take alone the great step of accepting a new religion
which would break down these family ties. A person who heard the gospel
of Christ or read it from a Bible sold to him would go back to his own
village and talk it over with the members of his family and clan. If
they made a positive decision, the entire group would often quite
naturally become Christian while holding fast to their family
relationships. If all were not immediately won, each family member in
his own time would often become Christian until soon the whole family
and sometimes the entire clan turned to Christ.^"*
This family-centeredness has functioned as a very effective
method of Christian mission.It made religious socialization easy
among Christian families. Parents’ religion was particularly important.
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and as a result parents’ religion was almost automatically transferred
to their children. This kind of religious socialization in the family
was possible among the family-centered Korean people, and it has given
much help to Christian mission in the present as well as in the past.
This concept of familism is usually extended to the church community.
People say, ”Our church is like a family...” Therefore, loyalty to and
responsibility for one’s local church are required, and these
requirements have worked positively for Christian mission.
It must also be mentioned that Korean society in general was feu¬
dal istic and aristocratic, and its structure was influenced by the Con-
fucian ethic. Confucian culture respected the learned elite, who were
an intellectual aristocracy that despised the common people, the rank
and file. Korean society was dominated by such ideas. But the very
social structure of this class system turned out to have a positive
function for Christian mission among the common people. Christianity
attacked the so-called Yang-ban system and promoted the idea of the
equality of every person before God. Consequently, the church’s door
was wide open for people long alienated from social status. Shearer
points out that the secret of the success of the Korean church was the
rooting of her foundation among the independent farmers."*^ The equal
status of women with men was unthinkable when Christianity first came
to Korea, but the churches were packed with mostly women and children.
These factors of familism and class system in Confucian society might
have had some positive functions for successful Christian mission.
Ironically, however, the same factors also have resulted in some
negative influences on Christian mission in the past and today.
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5. Negative Functions of Confucian Culture for Christian Mission
According to the Confucian tradition, the Korean people
performed religious services for their deceased ancestors. The
missionaries did not oppose the idea of ancestral veneration, but
they opposed the pagan style of the ceremonies. Consequently,
Koreans regarded Christians as having abandoned one of the most
fundamental ethical duties in Korean society. This was because
ancestral worship was considered to be the extension of filial duty to
one’s parents, which was strongly supported by Confucian ethics.
The missionaries encouraged Christians to transform the pagan
ritual ceremonies into Christian memorial services. Traditional
religious services for deceased ancestors had been a national custom for
several thousand years. Confucian scholars were especially
indignant over this condemnation of an ancient national custom by a
foreign people.'^® Consequently, it was very difficult to convert the
stubbornly Confucian-oriented people to Christianity. Even the first
believers developed some psychological resistance. Actually there were
many records of conflict between Confucianism and Christianity in terms
of ancestral worship services, which resulted in difficulty for Chris¬
tian mission in Korea. ”By rejecting the ceremony the deceased ancestor
that was of great importance in Confucianism, Christinanity attempted to
break a long Confucian tradition that had lasted over four centuries.
Actually, people did not consider this ancestral worship to be an
expression of religious faith. Rather, it had been regarded as one of
the bases of national morality for several thousand years, and had
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been rooted deeply in the inner shrines of the people.
Nevertheless, this latter became one of the chief causes of
conflicts between Christianity and the Korean society as such. The
Christian church met severe opposition as it was branded the
destroyer of ancestral worship.®® Thus it is obvious that the tradition
of Confucian ancestral worship was an important obstacle to Christian
mission in Korea.
We mentioned before that familism rooted in Confucian ethics
functioned as a positive factor for Christian mission. However, by the
same token, this very familism could also function as a negative factor.
Consensus in the family was regarded as a decisive element for family
solidarity among all members. Personal choice in the matter of
faith, particularly when the head of the family did not agree with
the choice, was not permitted in family relations in the Confucian
society of Korea. Therefore, if the head of the family had not
converted to Christiartity, none of the other members could easily do
so. If they did there would be much conflict between the head of the
family and the other members. In this sense, the strong Confucian
family tie was likely a negative factor for Christian mission in
many cases.
Another negative factor of Confucian tradition for Christian
mission was the class system of Confucianism. As shall be fully
discussed later, Christianity brought the idea of egalitarianism. It
suggested equal rights of men and women, the old and the young,
’’higher” persons and ’’lower” persons, and so on. This egalitarian
attitude of Christian ethics was strongly opposed by the people with the
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superior status in the Confucian social hierarchy,So it is no wonder
that the first converts caae nainly from among the lower- class
people, including women. The value conflict between Confucian
authoritarianism and Christian egalitarianism was very serious. For
those who maintained the conservative Confucian ethics, Christian
teachings of equal human rights were a challenge to the old customs and
mores of Korean society. In this sense, the social structure of
inequality in Korea might also have functioned as a negative factor for
Christian mission among the ruling class people.
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CHURCH GROWTH IN KOREA
A. Statistics of Church Growth
Statistics on the religious population are not very reliable in
Korea due to the large gap between the figures reported by religious
sources and the figures shown in the government census. Generally
speaking, the various religious institutions tend to exaggerate the
numbers of the their members, due to their desire to exhibit their
power and influence. Also, there may be many cases of double
registration of religious persons in two or more religious
orgainzations. Regardfess of this problem, the size of the religious
population must be considered in studies of religious phenomena.
According to the 1986 Population and Housing Census Report, the
total number of religious people in Korea was 17,203,000 (42,6 percent
of the total population) as of 1985. Among them 46.9 percent were
Buddhist (8,068,207), and 37.7 percent were Protestant (6,485,531).
10.8 percent (1,857,924) were Catholic and 2.8 percent (481,684)
Confucian.
Figure 1 shows statistics of church growth in Korea. As displayed
here, the rate of church growth is astonishing. For example, the number
of Christians was about 600,000 in 1950 but it has increased each year
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Figure 1. Statistics of Church Growth in Korea
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at a very high rate, thus reaching 1,257,428 in 1960, 2,197,336 in 1970,
3,758,930 in 1978, 7,637,010 in 1982, and 9,736,394 in 1984. As
■entioned before, of course, the numbers may be more or less exaggerated
for many reasons. However, there is no doubt that the Korean church has
grown rapidly in numbers. It is noteworthy that the growth rate has
made a particularly big leap since the 1960s. This may imply that the
socio-political and socio-economic situation of Korea since the 1960s
has functioned positively for rapid church growth. These points will be
fully discussed later. At any rate, it is certain that Christian
mission in Korea has been very successful.
B. Christianity and Socio-cultural Change
1. Introduction of Catholicism
The first official contact with Catholicism was made in 1783 when
Yi Seung-hoon , who went to Peking along with the annual emissary, was
baptised there and came to Korea as a Catholic the following year.
Meanwhile, a group of Koreans had already become Catholic believers
through the introduction of Catholic literature, even before this direct
contact with Catholicism. The little band of Christians grew in
numbers, and though they had no priest, they organized themselves into a
small Christian community.‘ In spite of the unusually favorable mood
for the reception of Catholicism initiated by Koreans themselves, the
subsequent Catholic mission turned out to be unsuccessful. First of
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all, the tilling was wrong fron a historical point of view because the
Yi dynasty had not changed its isolationist policy and any coBpronise
with foreign powers except for China was considered treason against the
nation.2 On the other hand, the uncompronising attitude of Catholic
mission policy against traditional culture and customs, for example,
prohibiting ancestor-worship and condemning it as a superstition,
engendered severe socio-ethical persecution from the beginning.^ These
reasons prevented Catholicism from becoming successful in spite of the
courageous martydom of hundreds of believers. The Catholicism received
by Confucian scholars tended to be socio-politically oriented according
to Confucian tradition, attracted to new ideas of Western science,
philosophy, and religion. The Catholicism received by the disinherited
middle and lower classes tended to be otherworldly according to their
Shamanistic and Buddhistic background, and this tendency became stronger
due to the severe persecution.
2. Introduction and Spread of Protestantism
When Protestant missions came to Korea in 1884, the socio-poli¬
tical situation in Korea had already been completely changed by her
opening of the door to the Western powers. Protestant missions came with
Western civilization, and therefore appealed to the young and active
reformers who were impatient for the modernization of Korea. Thus many
of the political leaders and the ambitious young generation became
Christians and tried to reform the socio-political strcture of Korean
society along the modernized western pattern. If Korea had not been
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subjugated by Japan, the Korean Protestant churches night have developed
a more political direction as compared with the present quietisic and
otherworldly approach of Christianity.'*
Meanwhile, there was another group who becane Christians with a
different motivation. Sinilar to the case of Catholicisn, they were the
comaoners and lower-class people who tried to find a spiritual haven or
messianic hope in Christianity, due to the desperate socio-political
situation in Korea which included the falling of the Yi dynasty under
pressure of internal and external power struggles, conflict in the
social order, and severe suppression by Japan during the colonial
period,® This pattern followed the Shananistic and Buddhistic
traditions, denouncing active social participation.
After the arrival of the Northern American Presbyterian Mission,
with missionary H. G. Underwood, and the Methodist Episcopal Church
with missionary H. G. Appenzeller, in 1885, not only mission activities
but also the Christian movement among Koreans began to expand rapidly.
The Australian Presbyterian Mission and Church of England Mission came
in 1889. In 1892, the Southern American Presbyterian Mission arrived;
the Southern Methodists came in 1894; and the Canadian Presbyterian
Mission in 1898. Seeking in the church security for their souls and
also for their persons and their property and seeing the church and its
schools as an agency for reforming society and saving the nation, the
number of Christians rapidly increased to 382,899 with 3,702 churches
and 2,635 ministers by 1920.® Under the conditions of the times, the
Buddhistic interest in the inner life and the future world, the
Confucian interest in the welfare of the state, and the animistic
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interest in the intervention of supernatural beings, all inclined
individuals toward the Christian mission.^
However, due partly to its excessive political involveaent,
Christianity suffered severe persecutions after Korea was subjugated by
Japan in 1910. The activist approach prevailed at least until after the
March Independence Movement of 1919. Even aaong the masses the general
atmosphere was strongly oriented toward national consciousness and
restoration of national independence. ”For Christ and the Nation” was a
motto of early Protestant Christianity.® The unified political action
of the Christian churches against Japanese subjugation exploded in the
March Independence Movement of 1919. The Christians were the majority
in this national uprising, in which they took the initiative. The cost
paid by the Christian churches for this political uprising was very
high: 3,804 Christians were arrested, 41 were shot, 6 were tortured to
death, 12 church buildings and 8 mission schools were destroyed.’ As a
result, the social pi^estige of the Christian churches reached the
summit, and people crowded into the churches.:® After the Movement, the
Japanese government attempted to root out Christian influence by more
severe persecution. As a result, politically active Christians began to
go underground or abroad for further political activity, and other
Christians remained in the church with stronger otherworldly and
mystical beliefs. Around 1930, otherworldly revivalism reached its
peak, with the early enthusiasm for socio-political participation having
died out almost completely by this time.:: Shamanistic divine healing
and Buddhistic mysticism now began to influence Christians much more
than before, and Christianity was accepted as a spiritual consolation to
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the afflicted, functioning as a kind of escapist nessianisa.^^
With the Liberation of 1945, the situation was coapletely changed
from persecution to linitless freedoa of worship. However, because of
the solidified attitude during the long years of the Occupation,
otherworldly-oriented Christians could not easily be reoriented toward
social participation. Their extreaely legalistic and exclusivistic
attitude resulted in an even acre conservative and fundaaentalist
approach.On the other hand, the surviving Christians who had coae
into the church with political intentions in the past, now caae to hold
political power and took aajor political leadership, including the
new-born Republic of Korea’s first president Svng-Man Rhee.
Christianity had grown rapidly after the liberation. But when the
students’ April Revolution caae in 1960, giving birth to a new
governaent, the Christian churches were identified as an
anti-revolutionary group due to their collaboration with the established
political power, and as a result, lost their previous prophetic role.
Meanwhile, the therworldly Christians could not contribute to the
historical revolution because they had shown no concern whatsoever for
the secular world. Two iaportant phenoaena have reappeared in the
Korean churches since the 1960s. One is the beginning of the change of
the otherworldly concern of the conservative Christian majority into a
this-worldly concern for material blessings, physical health and mental
security, and this has been one of the reasons for church growth in
Korea particularly since the 1970s.i'* This point will be treated fully
later. The other important phenomenon in the Korean churches was the
increasing involvement in social activism since the 1970s among the
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radical Christian minority with strong political motivations. Latin
America’s liberation theology was welcomed and the so-called Min-jung
Theology was developed by this latter group.*® They have carried out
active social and political participation and confronted the suppressive
reaction of the government. They have begun to establish Min-jung
churches, which are located in urban slums and working-class people’s
areas.*® They have stimulated not only the laborers’ movement but also
the anti-government movement. It is safe to say that Korean Christians
can be divided into two polarized groups, namely, the conservative,
personal salvation-oriented majority group and the radical, social
salvation-oriented minority group.
3. Contribution of Christianity to Socio-cultural Change in Korea
Christianity was brought into Korea in a period of social and
political unrest. The society was under intense pressure both from
within and without. Threats of disruption of the traditional social
structure were all around. A search was under way among many of the
lesser elites and even among some of the commoners, for new ideals and
new socio-cultural goals. Under these circumstances Christianity, with
its new value system, could be accepted in society and could spread
all over the country in spite of strict control and severe
persecution by the government. Through education, medical service and
the other social services it rendered, Christianity not only
appealed to the people but also seems to have contributed to the
movement of the society away from tradition toward modernization. As
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Kyung-Dong Kim describes it, Christianity was both an initiating force
and an accelerating force for the modernization of Korea.
a. Modern Education
The first modern secondary schools in Korea were founded by
Methodist missionaries. A boys’ Christian school, Baejae School, was
started in 1886 and a girls’ Christian school, Ehwa School, was started
in 1887. In fact all such secondary schools in the last few decades of
the 19th century were mission schools. In addition, institutions of
higher education were started by Protestant missionaries. Among them
were Sung Shil College (1906) and Yunhee College (1915) founded by the
Presbyterian Mission (North), and Ehwa College (1910) founded by the
Methodist Mission. These modern educational institutions offered new
courses in mathematics, geography, history, and natural sciences as well
as English, Chinese classics, and the Bible.These institutions were
at first the target of aversion from the traditional gentry class, so
that the first students consisted mainly of orphans or lower-class
converts. But later they attracted the attention of the elite classes
and produced many leading figures not only in the religious movement but
also in the social and political movement, especially the movement for
independence.‘^
b. Social Movements
Among the youth movements that Christianity initiated, the YMCA
was the first and most influential one. Through its cultural and
recreational functions, the YMCA contributed to abolishing the
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traditional evil practices such as child abuse and sex discrinination
and the acceleration of cultural enlightenment. Especially the women’s
movements were conspicuous. In the traditional state of society, women
were regarded as the submissive sex whose main role was to serve the
male in the home. No outside activities were allowed. Christianity
opened a new perspective for women. They were no longer subordinate to
the male, but as daughters of God the Father, they had the right to
claim equal individuality. The first women’s movements were all
initiated within the church. but they later developed as social
movements for the emancipation of women from traditional bondage.
enlightenment of women, improvement of female status in the society,
betterment and rationalization of living, etc.20 This was accomplished
through education, lectures, conferences, and other means. Christian
education for women and Christian women’s organizations contributed the
majority of women leaders in social, educational, cultural, and
political as well as religious fields.
Furthermore, social attitudes such as temperate living, hard work,
avoiding the habits of smoking, drinking, gambling, and opium use,
farm-land reform, etc, were also initiated by Christian churches.21
These movements were warmly welcomed by the Korean people.
c. Social Services
The Protestant missionaries engaged in much social welfare work
including medical service, in addition to or as a means of preaching the
Gospel. The first modern hospital, the well-known Severance Hospital in
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Seoul, was founded by a Protestant medical doctor and missionary, Dr.
Horace N. Allen. The Protestant missionaries demonstrated their
eagerness to help the Korean people through such medical services.
These services included education of the younger Korean generation in
modern medicine.
These services were not confined to the medical field. Hundreds of
Christian social service organizations and facilities such as
orphanages, widows’ homes, old peoples’ homes, leprosariums, and
foundling asylums sprang up throughout the country to assist needy
people.22 It was these service activities that especially helped the
missionaries penetrate among the lower-class people, a fact which might
partly explain the reason why lower-class people were more attracted to
Christianity than were the traditional elite classes.23
d. Cultural Activities
The YMCA introduced both vocal and instrumental Western music and
modern sports such as baseball, soccer, volleyball, basketball, ping
pong, and track.24> Bible translation and other Christian publication
programs could be looked upon as among the most important cultural
activities which opened the way for the enlightenment of the masses and
caused the beginning of a popular literature movement in Korea.25
Together with Bible translation and the spread of hymnals, the Christian
Publication Association published many religious and general books. The
first monthly magazine was published by Christians.
As a matter of fact, the elite minority had educational
opportunities to learn from the Chinese classics, but the vast majority
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was illiterate. Pioneer aissionaries translated the Bible into the
Korean language and taught Koreans, through Sunday schools, vacation
Bible schools, and Bible institutes, how to read the easy Korean
phonetic script rather than the difficult Chinese characters.^6
Two of the best known pioneer aissionaries. Rev. H. G. Underwood
of the Presbyterian Missio and Rev. H. G. Appenzeller of the Methodist
Mission, further popularized the Korean script by starting their own
respective newspapers in Korean,2? in April of 1885. These were the
weekly Christian News and the Korean Christian Advocate.
e. Moral and Civil Values
Above all, the Christian mission introduced the concept of
individuality, of human rights and freedom into Confucian society, in
which the self was first of all a social existence as a member of family
and society in the hierarchical social system of harmony.28 j^e
Christian mission schools taught the Western concepts of equality,
freedom, and justice and the Christian medical mission witnessed to
egalitarian humanitarian concern.2^ As mentioned earlier, Christianity
not only taught but also practiced equal treatment of women by
liberating them from familial and social bondage, and from social
seclusion, through the teachings of the church, education in the mission
schools, and social movements such as the Y.M.C.A., which opened the
door for active social participation by women. Thus mission education
in Korea produced a greater respect for children and women, democratic
ideas including greater individual self-respect and self-evaluation, and
more democratic human relations, along with other human values.
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Furthermore, in contrast to the fatalistic, quietistic, and
past-oriented tradition of Korea, Christianity provided an ethos for
radical social change towards life, and a radical concept of the
future.
f. The National Independence Movement
Most of the above activities were initiated before the advent of
Japanese colonialism and continued from then on. The national
independence movement took hold and spread following Japan’s annexation
of Korea in 1910, though the threat of Japanese colonialism had already
been evident and national consciousness awakened from before. A
particularly important fact is that education initiated by Christian
missionaries emphasized the promotion of a national awareness of the
need for independence. Before Japan colonized Korea, many Christian
leaders participated in independence organizations, and even after Japan
officially annexed Korea, many of them continued to participate
actively.^2
As briefly outlined before, the event of special importance was
the March First Independence Movement of 1919. Among thirty-three
national leaders in that movement, sixteen were Protestants. Also among
the participants in the movement, who were arrested and prosecuted by
Japanese police, about fifty percent were members of various religious
groups. Japanese officials looked upon Christians as the core members
of the movement because of the fact that the majority of leaders were
from the Christian churches and many of the church buildings were used
as gathering places. We can easily see that the proportion of
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Christians, especially Protestants, among the leaders and those
prosecuted, greatly exceeds the proportion of Christians among the whole
population of the country at that time. We can find many Christians who
participated either as leaders or as members in various subsequent
independence movements,
4. Early Christianity and Socio-cultural Change in Korea
As mentioned before, Korea in the late 19th century was surrounded
and threatened by the larger and more powerful nations of China, Japan,
and Russia. The Western powers also put pressure on Korea. In addition
to the external pressures from neighboring invaders and internal
political disintegration through factionalism, Korea had no strong
philosophical rationale that provided a basis for any political or
intellectual ideology. The country was in deep trouble in every way.
Won-sul Lee succinctly' describes the condition of Korea at the end of
the 19th century as follows: ’’Politically inept, economically
stagnant, socially disequi1ibrated, and morally corrupt, the old system
could not cope with the tidal challenge of the West, and people were in
the state of total despair.”3®
During the time of national crisis, Christianity played a very
significant role. Belief in Christianity gave a sense of patriotic
national identity as an alternative force to Japanese colonial
assimilation.3® Korea welcomed Western powers which were ’’Christian” in
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the hope of restoring political independence and of introducing a
political deiocracy. Christianity introduced the new concept of modern
education, uplifted the status of women in society through education,
and injected a new Christian ethical standard. 3'*’
The contributions of Christianity in Korean society and among the
Korean people are definitely one of the reasons why the Christian
mission was successful in Korea. From the historical point of view,
some also ascribe this success to the accessible nature of the people,
the weakness of traditional religions, the internal and external
political situations, effective policy, etc.^s
Meanwhile, Wasson emphasizes the cultural and environmental
factors for this success as follows:
... The missionary with his personal friendliness reinforced by the
prestige of Western culture; the insistence upon personal conduct
that in its essential features was approved by the conscience of the
people and conformed to the teaching of Korean sages, but which was
so far above the common practices of the day that it gave distinction
to Christian morality; a conception of God that connected with the
highest insights of the saints of old Korea; unceasing and widespread
evangelization; the revival with its moral transformations, its
emotional satisfactions, and mysterious nearness to unseen powers;
the whole-hearted enlistment of the Korean Christians in the
enterprise; and help from other missions and fields.^9
There is no doubt that all of these explanations can be answers to
the question about why Christian mission succeeded in Korea. But it
should not be forgotten that all the previous religious traditions,
i.e., Shamanistic fatalism, native religious monotheism and the spirit
of public welfare. Buddhistic mysticism and transcendentalism, and
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Confucian noral perfectionisB and political activism also functioned
positively for the rapid development of Christianity in Korea. Now,
taking into account its various contributions to the modernization
process of Korea and its vigorous activities in the society, it is no
exaggeration to say that Christianity is the most powerful and
influential religion in Korea, even though it is second largest in its
number of followers.
Nowadays there seem to be two directions of change, particularly
among young and educated Christians: on the one hand, developing the
indigenization of Christianity by rediscovering the values of
traditional culture,"*® and on the other, overcoming the socially
exclusive, theologically conservative and politically quietistic
attitudes that prevail among the main body of Christians."** Apparently
both of these directions are a reverse trend to the current conservative
church growth movement of the Christian majority in Korea.
Two things should be mentioned. One is that contributions by
Korean churches to socio-cultural change such as were shown in the early
period of Christian mission in Korea are hard to find in Korean society
today. "*2 The other is that rapid church growth in Korea since the
1970s has had some additional causes. This matter will be discussed in
the following sections.
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C, Internal Factors in Church Growth
In the previous chapters, we have outlined soae socio-cultural
factors which have likely contributed to the successful Christian
■ission in Korea. These factors, which undoubtedly had a decisive
impact on church growth in the early mission period, are still
relatively important even today. They may be summarized as follows! (a)
the religious mentality which the Korean people had inherited from their
past; (b) the fact that the two great traditional religions, Buddhism
and Confucianism, had lost much of their vitality and influence; (c) the
natural desire of the Korean people, emerging from a long period of
isolation, to have some contact with new Western civilization, which had
Christianity as its core; and (d) since the nation had hopelessly failed
to maintain political independence, the people’s natural inclination
towards the spiritual, other-worldly realm of religion, seeking and
finding the answer to their search in Christianity.
Such was the historical situation at the time of the arrival of
the evangelical missionaries. However, there were particular internal
factors contibuting to the rapid growth of the church.
1. The Nevius Methods
In June 1890, the Rev. and Mrs. John Nevius, Presbyterian
missionaries in Cheefoo, China, came to Korea at the invitation of the
infant Presbyterian Mission. For two weeks, seven young missionaries
discussed the principles involved in starting mission work in a new
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country. They had been influenced by Dr. Nevius’ book entitled
Methods of Mission Vork."*‘*^ and they decided to adopt the Nevius nethods
as mission policies in Korea. These were principles, not for the
organized church, but for the beginning stages of work in a new area.
Later on, conditions might call for a modification. Dr. Underwood gave
the main points as follows:
1. Let each man abide in the calling wherein he was found, teach¬
ing that each was to be an individual worker for Christ, and to live
Christ in his own neighborhood, supporting himself by his trade.
2. To develop church methods and machinery only so far as the
native church was able to take care of and manage them.
3. As far as the church itself was able to provide the men and the
means, to set aside the better qualified to do evangelistic work
among their neighbors.
4. To let the natives provide their own church buildings which
were to be of native architecture, and of such style as the local
church could afford'to put up.**®
To this may be added the following from C.A. Clark’s Korean Church and
the Nevius Methods:
1. Missionary personal evangelism through wide itineration.
2. Self-propagation. Every believer a teacher of someone and a
learner from someone else better fitted. Every individual and group
seeking to extend the work.
3. Se1f-government. Every group under its chosen unpaid leaders,
circuits under their own paid helpers, who will later yield to pas¬
tors .
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4. Self-support, with all chapels provided by the believers; each
group, as soon as founded, beginning to pay toward the circuit help¬
er’s salary.
5. Systematic Bible study for every believer under his group lead¬
er and circuit helper.
6. Strict discipline enforced with Bible penalties.7.Cooperation and union with other bodies, or at least territorial
division.
8. Non-interference in law suits or any such matters.
9. General helpfulness, where possible, in the economic life of
the people."**
From this, it will be evident that the Nevius methods are not
merely a system of self-support and refusal to pay subsidies. Their
real core was in the Bible study system, which encouraged every
Christian to study his/her Bible and to be able to pass this learning on
to others. The new little groups were encouraged to grow in the faith
under the best local leadership available."*"^ In order to have something
to teach others, they had to study their own Bibles first. This kind of
mission policy was been accepted by other denominations.
2. Bible Study/Early Morning Prayer Meeting Movement
The Bible study classes began in 1890 in Dr. Underwood’s study in
Seoul, with seven men attending. In 1891, the mission by-laws required
that each missionary should ’’work out a course of Scripture instruction
for each substation according to the general plan approved by the
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mission.”^® The effect of this intensive and extensive Bible study
cannot be underestimated. The famous Bible study classes were conducted
in Pyongyang and grew so large that they had to be held in several
sections. There were separate meetings teaching men and women equally.
The Bible study stimulated the recognition of women’s rights through
literacy programs.
The Great Revival of 1907 began in a Bible class and extended all
over the country, as leaders who had experienced it first in Wonsan were
invited to various places in the country to conduct revival meetings.
Meanwhile, district leaders* conferences were carried on annually or
more frequently. The local leaders came to these conferences for ten
days of Bible study. On their return home, these men passed on in their
preaching what they had learned. Later, district Bible conferences were
held to help the ordinary members with their Bible study. Later,
similar Bible study conferences were conducted in local churches under
visiting Bible teachers, with evangelistic services in the evenings."*^
And still later, this practice led to the founding of Bible institutes.
These institutes were carried on in central places for a month or more
during January and February, when those from farming communities were
not too busy to come for study. These Bible institutes were intended
for teaching the Bible to all church members who wished to come. They
were not intended to train professional church workers. These winter
Bible institutes are still carried on today and are a successful means
of training many laypersons.^®
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This Bible study affected not only Christian discipline, but also
civilization itself, and stimulated both quantitative and qualitative
growth. Although numerous explosive increases in church membership may
have been stimulated by the Great Revival, spiritual growth was directly
supported by the Early Morning Prayer Meeting Movement, begun by Rev.
Sun-Joo Kil. ’’This was the beginning of the daybreak prayer meetings
which have become a feature of the Korean Church ever since.In 1984
the rate of the attendance of church members in the early morning prayer
meeting was 10 percent in the cities and 9.8 percent in the country.
Today, Korean churches hold various Bible classes and a great many
church members participate eagerly in these. Also, various Bible study
programs have been developed. Thus, the Bible study and early morning
prayer meetings have been coincidental factors in the growth of the
Korean churches.
3. The Revival Movement
Another very important influence for Chrisitan mission in Korea
has been the revival movement. The origin of the revival may be traced
to a meeting in 1903, when a group of Methodist missionaries met for a
week of prayer and Bible study in Wonsan. One member of this Wonsan
group was Dr. R. A. Hardie, whose heart was filled with the Holy Spirit.
The missionaries in Pyongyang, hearing of the Wonsan experience,
invited Dr. Hardie to conduct a revival meeting for them in 1906. A
special cleansing and enhancement by the Spirit of God was vitally
necessary in order to meet the needs of everyday life under the
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political disturbances and a church life which lacked love for others.
In the annual Presbyterian and Methodist Bible conferences in January,
1907, the Great Revival occurred. Dr. Grahaa Lee wrote about the
situation as follows: ’’Man after aan would rise, confess his sin, break
down and weep, and then throw hiaself on the floor and beat the floor
with his fists in a perfect agony of conviction; and so the meeting went
on until 2 A.M. with confession and weeping and praying.
When the men returned to their home towns with the Pentecostal
fire, everywhere the story was told, the Spirit flamed. Bishop M.C.
Harris reported in 1908:
The effects following this movement are wholly good, the church
raised to a higher spiritual level, almost entire absence of
fanaticism because of careful previous instruction in the Bible, not
one case of insanity, but thousands clothed in their right minds:
scores of men called to the holy ministry: drunkards, gamblers,
thieves, adulterers, murderers, self-righteous Confucianists, dead
Buddhists and thousands of devil-worshippers have been made new men
in Christ, the old thing gone forever.^'*
The great awakening marked the spiritual rebirth of the Korean church.
Korean Christians have considered the movement as the source of their
spiritual life. Revivalism has affected church growth through the
conversion of non-Christians. Revival meetings have been held every day
in one church after another throughout the year. The revival has
survived as a moral and spiritual force which is one of the most
important factors of church growth. The revival meeting has been a
necessary church program since then. In particular, revival meetings
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have been held rigorously since the 1970s, as this practice has been
reactivated.
Today every church in Korea holds a revival meeting as least once
or twice a year at the local church level. And revival meetings are
held at the conference level regardless of denomination. In the recent
period, several large cooperative evangelistic events have promoted
national evangelism. The first of these was the Billy Graham Crusade in
1973. Over one million people gathered each evening for this five-day
crusade, which was held at Yoido Plaza in Seoul. The second was the
mammoth training conferecne, EXPLO’74, held in August 1974. ”It was
designed to train one-tenth of Korean Christians and drew more than
300,000 trainees.”®® Another historical event was held from August 12th
to 15th, 1980. The ’80 World Evangelization Crusade, "Here’s Life,
Korea,” coordinated four days of seminars, rallies, and prayer meetings.
For four hours each day, twelve major seminars and fifty area church
conferences were held across Seoul. About 60,000 people attended the
fifty church conferences.®® Also, each evening, 1,500,000 Christians
remained all night at Yoido Plaza to pray for national evangelization.
Dr. J. G. Kim, the Executive Chairman for both ’74 and ’80 World
Evangelization Crusades, relates:
The results of the ’80 World Evangelization Crusade have been
unprecedented. In January 1981, we surveyed sixty-four of the
churches which had been active in the ’80 crusade, and we found
very encouraging results. Three churches had increased more
than 100 percent in the six months following the Crusade.
Twenty churches had increased 40 percent. There was an average




Another major contribution to the growth of the Korean church is
the Wesleyan class meetings. This Methodist system is used by nearly
every denomination in Korea and has recently been given much publicity
by those reporting on the Full Gospel Central Church in Seoul.Those
who attend are not merely ’’statistics” but are members of 19,380 cell
groups or ”house churches.” Such meetings are conducted weekly by
trained leaders in the homes of the laity.
Drs. Cho and Hurston maintain that ’’the home cell units” have
resulted in greater spiritual growth in the lives of those who
participate, and in increasing numerical growth of the membership of the
Central Church. They point out nine growth-producing elements in the
system. 1,Close Fellowship. Home cell unit members not only meet weekly,
but throughout the week; often visit, pray and care for each other.2.Ready Access to an Informed Pastoral Staff. Home cell unit
leaders live in the same communities as their cell unit member, and
intimately know and understand each person. Each week these lay
leaders report to their respective section leaders, who in turn
report to their district heads. The diffusion of information,
time-consuming to pastors, is primarily handled on a laity level,
resulting in an informed pastoral staff readily accessible to
minister to those who need their attention.3.Systematic Bible Study in the Home. Systematic Bible Study in
the warm atmosphere of the the home serves to give members further
Bible training needed in the process of their maturing spirituality.
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4. Faith Active and Contemporary in the Community as well as in
the Church. The truths gleaned from teaching and preaching are
applied on a practical basis to the needs of the community. Each
neighbor’s problems are made the subject of prayer, and active faith
is released for God to bring full solution.
5. Prayer Specific to the Needs of the People. Any sickness or
problem is the matter of prayer by the entire unit, and prayer is
continued until health is restored, problems solved, and faith
vibrant and alive.
6. Opportunity for Laity to be Directly Involved in Evangelism.
Taught basic scriptural principles in evangelization, members of the
home cell units are motivated to search for the receptive.
7. The Creation of a Spiritual Climate. Many people are shy, or
hesitant in expression, in a public meeting. However, when among
friends, with their patient encouragement and understanding in the
warm atmosphere of a home, it becomes easy to pray, and to yield to
the Holy Spirit. Also involved is the creation of a climate in which
participants are open to the operation of spiritual gifts.
8. The Mobilization of Woman Power. Members of each cell unit are
allowed to decide the time and day of the week that they will meet.
Usually women of the community meet during the morning or mid¬
afternoon on a mid-week day, when the children are in school, and the
men are at work. While their husbands are at work, women cell unit
leaders constantly visit, share, witness, pray and minister to those
in their community.
9. Reinforcement of the Types of Giving Already Practiced in the
Church. Often when members come to a cell unit meeting for prayer for
healing or some other difficult need, they will bring a thanksgiving
offering. All regular offerings received at the home cell unit are
brought to the church, later to be turned into the church’s financial
office.
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D. External Factors in Church Growth
Though church growth in Korea has steadily continued throughout
the present century, the explosive growth began fro* the 1970s. Noticing
this astonishing phenomenon, some sociologists have tried to find out
the causal factors in terms of the social structural situation of Korea,
Their explanations of some of the social, economic, and political
motivations for the rapid church growth since the 1970s are contained in
the following sections.
1. Political Influences
Korea has experifenced many grave political developments since the
1960s. To mention some of them: the April Student Revolution which
caused the fall of President Syng-man Rhee’s government in 1960, the
May military coup d’etat in 1962 which opened the way for the long
military dictatorship of former general Chung-hee Park, and the revision
of the Constitution in 1969 permitting Park’s three-term presidency. In
the 70s, the politically oppressive situation was reinforced. In 1972
President Park again revised the constitution to enable himself to grasp
life-long political power as president. These events aroused strong
resistance from many people, particularly intellectuals, students, and
liberal religious persons. Naturally, they were suppressed by various
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actions. Many were imprisoned. Many of the people’s freedoms were
prohibited. It was not permitted to oppose the political system of
Park’s regime. Parliamentary independence and the freedoms of speech,
assembly and association were strictly denied. In this situation,
people’s dissatisfaction and loss of confidence in the political leaders
in particular, and politics itself in general, increased. To make
matters worse, the anti-communist ideology which had resulted from
Korea’s divided situation was used as a strong prop for the military
dictatorships.
In 1979 President Park was assassinated by his own man. However,
this event could not provide the motive for political democratization in
Korea, since several young military generals again seized political
power after the incident. Wide opposition to the military’s involvement
in politics spread among the people. Unfortunately, the last hope for
political democratization disappeared with the famous Kwang-ju popular
anti-government movement, which resulted in a large-scale massacre in
May 1980. More than two thousand people were sacrificed. The very next
year after this tragic event, General Doo-Hwan Chun who was responsible
for the mass slaughter, became President of the Fifth Republic of Korea.
The seven years of his regime were the worst period in recent history,
in political terms, although he did contribute to economic stability.**
Under him, the political oppression of Park’s regime was intensified.
The past two decades were therefore a dark period in terms of the
political situation. Then it is no wonder that the people’s minds were
seriously affected by the unstable and suppressive political situation
under bureaucratic authoritarianism and military dictatorship. There
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were very serious psychological and social-psychological tensions and
conflicts as well as dissatisfaction and low confidence aaong the
people.^2
Sociologically speaking, human beings have natural needs or
desires for mental stability, life satisfaction and psychological
wel 1-being.The mechanism which has the strongest power to perform
these functions in modern society is the political institution.
Therefore, when the political institution cannot satisfy the needs and
desires of the people, they will pursue functional alternatives. It is
a well-known fact that religion is one of the mechanisms providing
people with feelings of psychological stability and mental health.
Then it is not a surprising thing that various religions, particularly
Christianity, have experienced numerical growth during the period of the
politically difficult situation. A particularly interesting fact here
is that the churches which stressed the blessing of spiritual or mental
satisfaction and well-being have been more successful in terms of such
growth.
2. Economic Influences
Beginning in 1962 under the leadership of President Park, the
Korean people have concentrated all their energy upon economic growth.
From 1962, the ’’Five-year Economic Development Plans” were executed,
five times, and these economic policies were successful. As a result,
Korea has enjoyed rapid economic growth, at an average annual rate of 10
percent since the 1960s. Considering the statistics, astonishing
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changes appeared in the economic area. Per capita income was only 83
dollars in 1961, but it became more than 2,000 dollars in the late 1970s
and over 5,000 dollars in 1989. The total amount of exports was 30
million dollars in the early 1960s, but amounted to 50 billion dollars
in the late 1980s.
Many buildings, houses, factories, and roads were constructed
during this time. Conditions of residence, clothing and nutrition were
much improved. Cultural facilities such as audio and video systems,
refrigerators, telephones, and so on, were widely distributed. The rate
of car ownership has increased more than one hundred times today,
compared with the early 1960s.
However, there arose two serious problems which resulted from the
long "Economic Development-centered Policy.” The first was the problem
of distributional justice. Originally, Korean economic development
plans were initiated by the government. These plans were characterized
by an emphasis on exports and a bureaucratic bidding economy. All the
privileges were given to the larger enterprises under the government’s
protection. The government proposed the ’’economic growth first,
distribution next” policy and all the people and enterprises went along
with this, expecting a bright future.*^* In fact, under this economic
policy, Korean economy did develop rapidly.
Unfortunately, however, there was no follow-up policy for
distribution. In absolute terms, the general economic situation was
improved not only on the national level but also on the individual
level. Nevertheless, due to the failure of the distribution policy,
economic inequality became more and more intense.*^ In this situation.
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there appeared so-called relative deprivation aaong the people,
particularly the lower and lower-middle classes. Relative deprivation
means psychological feelings of powerlessness and frustration which
result from the gap between the rising expectations and the limited real
conditions.
It is a well-known sociological theory that religion functions as
a compensation for deprivation.*® Religion assuages the feeling of
deprivation by providing the deprived with hope, comfort, and courage.
Sociologists of religion say that people's feeling of deprivation makes
them search for a compensatory motivation in religion. Then it is safe
to say that the feelings of deprivation by many people as a result of
the economic inequality since the 1960s may be one of the structural
factors for rapid church growth since the 1970s.*’ This explanation is
supported by the fact that the leaders of the churches most successful
in numerical growth follow the ministerial principles of the R.
Schuller-type of ’’positive thinking.”"^®
Another problem of economic growth in Korea was the spread of
materialism. All the national policies since the 1960s have been
focused on economic development, and as a result, material values became
supreme in Korean society. Many people have pursued material wealth as
the ultimate goal of life. Some of them have disregarded right means
for the desired ends. Thus mammonism has become an idol in Korea. Thus
it is no coincidence that the churches with pastors who stress material
blessings as a prime Christian privilege and promise blessings to the
church members who ardently carry out their financial and participative
duties, are the ones that have shown the most successful growth in the
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membership and finances.So it is obvious that the economic situation
of Korea must have had a positive effect on church growth since the
1970s.
3. Social Influences
Korean society has experienced the process of industrialization
since the 1960s. The main industrial category was agriculture before
then. But along with the Economic Development plans the main industrial
categories began to be changed into manufacturing and technical
industries in the suburban areas, and service and professional
industries in the urban areas. This produced widespread population
mobility, as many people in the rural areas moved to the urban areas in
search of new jobs. Thus the population in urban areas increased from
25 percent in the early 1960s to 75 percent of the whole population in
the late 1980s.
This urbanization process resulted in concentration of the
population in the cities. Many people newly arrived in the urban areas
soon found that urban life was totally different from that of their
native rural areas. Above all, they felt a heterogeneous sense of not
belonging, a loss of the solidarity they had found possible in their
previous small-community life.”2 They could not have any feeling of
neighborhood closeness since most of their neighbors had different
cultural and local backgrounds, and further more they had to move
frequently in their search for a better living place, and better work
conditions. On top of this, urban life was dominated by
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individualistic values and norms. They were ’’the lonely crowd”, in
Riesman’s term.’*’"* Of course, urbanization was not the unique phenomenon
of the Korean society. But the process in Korea was too rapid and
abrupt for the newcomers to adjust to the urban type of life and this
was felt as a cultural shock by them.
What mechanism could provide the alienated urban people with a
sense of belonging and identity? The church has been one of the most
influential mechanisms for solving this urban problem. As a matter of
fact, the function of belongingness provided by religion has been
explained by many sociologists since Durkheim. By gathering together,
hearing the message of comfort and encouragement, and sharing sentiments
through church life, church members have been able to find some
solutions for their urban-life problem."® So it is natural that
Christianity has been the most successful religion in terms of numerical
growth since the 1960s in Korea. Also, there is no doubt that the most
successful churches in terms of the numerical growth have been those
that emphasized a collective sentiment or consciousness among the church
members."® Such churches have developed various programs and plan to
satisfy the people’s needs for some kind of community life.
Accordingly we may say that the social, economic, and political
situations in Korea since the 1960s have functioned as important
external factors for church growth in Korea during the past two decades.
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E, Probleas and Liaitations of Church Growth
Rapid church growth in Korea, particularly since the 1970s, has
had some positive effects on the individual level as well as on the
social level. Psychologically speaking, this growth may mean that many
people in Korea have found mental or spiritual solutions for various
social, economic, and political problems. Certainly the churches have
provided the people with a feeling of comfort and well-being, and a
sense of belongingness. Socially, church growth means that the
influence of the Korean church has greatly increased in the economic,
social, and political areas. It has also encouraged the active
development of Christian publications, arts, and literature. Many
retreat centers and mountain prayer buildings as well as huge church
buildings have been built. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that
the rapid church growth in Korea has had some serious negative effects
on individuals and society.
1. Problems of Church Growth
One of the problems which has resulted from church growth in Korea
is the prevalence of shamanistic beliefs, especially the pursuit of
selfish blessings. In a sense, such beliefs may contribute to church
growth, which in turn fosters these beliefs. This kind of belief is
problematic since it is based on selfish egoism which lacks a sense of
social responsibility to practice love and justice."" A blessing given
by a pastor should not be merely a personal one, whether material or
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mental, spiritual or physical, because blessing without self-sacrifice
and service for others is not the Christian concept of blessing.
Therefore it is ironical that the churches which promise that kind of
blessing tend to grow more rapidly.
Secondly, there is the problem of stratification among Korean
churches. Generally speaking, Korean churches are becoming richer and
richer. It may be called the ’embourgeoisement’ phenomenon. Church
growth is mainly an urban phenomenon, however. While the urban churches
have grown bigger and bigger, the rural churches have declined in
numbers and finances."^® Also, the urban slum areas and working class
people’s residential areas have been neglected areas of Christian
mission. Inequality between rich churches and poor churches is serious
since the former have mainly tried to expand their own power.
Thirdly, it can be pointed out that the concern for church growth
results in irresponsible attitudes and behavior toward social problems.
Generally speaking, cohservative churches have been growing, since the
conservative belief-centered life has been linked to energy, money,
interest, and effort. But these churches tend to focus their concern
only on the individual as the target of the gospel. The motivation for
their faith is personal salvation. They disregard matters such as
social responsibility, social concern, and social participation of the
churches.This kind of attitude and behavior has been one of the main
criticisms of the churches by non-Christians.
Fourthly, there is the so-called phenomenon of displacement, that
is, the inversion of the means and the ends. The danger of investing
energy and concern wholly in church growth is that church growth itself
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becomes the end of mission.®® When church growth becomes the end, every
church pursues only numerical growth, resulting in extreme competition
to acquire new members. We see many churches with the vulgar attitude
and behavior that accompany this purpose.
Fifthly, the goal of churches which pursue numerical growth is
colossalization of the church, which prevents the development of close
personal relationships among church members.®* The sense of
belongingness is weakened and the identity crisis recurs. The whole
concern is concentrated only on enlargement of the church, and
consequently the functions of the church in education, social service
and fellowship tend to be given lower priority.
Finally, there is a problem of lack of leadership. Rapid growth
in the numbers of churches and church members necessarily calls for many
more church leaders. To satisfy this need, there have appeared many
unqualified theological seminaries, which produce unqualified
ministers.®^ This may also be one of the reasons that the Korean
churches are not positively evaluated by non-Christians. There are in
Korea at the present time more than two hundred unqualified seminaries
and Bible institutes which have few trained faculty members, school
buildings or books in their libraries.
Although it is true that church growth in Korea contributes to the
Korean society and people, it is also true that this growth has many
negative effects on Korean society and people.
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2. Prospects of Church Growth in Korea
In the previous sections, we examined various influences on church
growth in Korea. What can we expect for the future of the Korean
church, particularly in terms of church growth? We pointed out that the
high church growth since the 1970s is owed especially to the political,
economic, and social situation in Korea. Namely, social, psychological
insecurity without political democratization, the feeling of deprivation
resulting from economic inequality, and the sense of alienation
accompanying the collapse of community have been positive factors for
church growth since the 1970s. Therefore church growth in the future
may be partly dependent upon the political, economic, and social
conditions in Korea. If the feeling of social psychological insecurity
and discomfort is reduced by means of political democratization in
Korea, if the problem of deprivation is substantially solved by means of
the development of social welfare policies in Korean society, and if
there appear many functional alternatives which provide the lonely crowd
with the sense of belongingness and identity, then the influences of the
churches upon the people will become weaker and weaker.®^ Of particular
interest here is the rapid development of the leisure industry as the
strongest functional alternative to church religion. The leisure
industry with its various recreational and entertainment areas has begun
to take over many functions of the churches, such as providing feelings
of psychological security and well-being, compensating for deprivation,
reducing tension, giving meaning, and so on.®"* So the development of
the leisure industry may be functioning as a negative factor for church
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growth in Korea. As a natter of fact, this phenonenon has begun to
appear since the iiid-1980s. It would not be a coincidence if the period
of a decreasing rate of church growth was a tine of development of the
leisure industry.®® In other words, there has been an increasing
tendency for people to look for secular solutions to personal tensions
and conflict, for psychological security and well-being.
By iaplication, if the leisure industry is continuously developed,
on the one hand, and the political, econoaic, and social conditions of
Korea are iaproved, on the other hand, then church growth in Korea will
be slowed down.®® At this point, new growth strategies aight be needed.
What about religio-cultural factors in church growth? We have
mentioned some positive and negative influences in the religio-cultural
background of Korea for successful mission and church growth in Korea.
It is required at the present time that the Korean churches should
encourage the positive religio-culturai factors for church growth while
working to overcome thte negative ones. In this sense, we need first of
all to distinguish between these positive and negative factors for
church growth, and to suggest the future task of the Korean church to
overcome the negative factors. The future growth of the church in Korea
will be largely dependent upon the religio-culturai factors since on the
one hand the social, economic and political situation is expected to be
improved, and on the other, internal church factors have already showed
their limitation as effective mechanisms for church growth.
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A. Characteristics of Data
The data used in this research cone from a survey of Bae Jae
University students. Three hundred Christian students and three
hundred non-Christian students were selected by a stratified sampling
method. Since the questionnaires were distributed and gathered in
classes, the return rate was 100 percent. The survey was conducted in
June 1989. The general characteristics of Christian respondents are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of Christian Respondents
Male Female Total
Sex 44. OX 56.0 100.0(293)#
Under 20 20-23 24and over Tota 1
Age 16.1 74.7 9.2 100.0(292)
Class High Upper-middle Lower-middle Lower Total
Consciousness 0.4 53. 1 38.0 8.5 100.0(273)
Presbyt. Method. Holi. Bapt. Others Total
Denomination 53.7 17.4 10.7 7.8 19.3 99.9(281)##
^ The number in parentheses represents the total number of
students who responded.
The total of 99.9X or 100.IX is due to the rounding error.
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As shown in Table 1, of the Christian respondents, 56.OX were
female and 44.OX male. By age, the 20-23 year-old group was the
majority (74.7X). In class consciousness, the majority was middle
class (91.IX). The distribution of respondents by denomination
reflects the denominational distribution of the Protestant population as
a whole.
Table 2 displays the degree of religiosity among the Christian
respondents.
Table 2. Religiosity of Christian Respondents
Church Attendance per Week
Less than once Once Twice More than three times Total
0.4X 44.7 35.8 19.2 100.1(282)
Church Activity and Participation
Active Moderate Passive Total
46.2 26. 1 27.8 100,1(299)
As reported in Table 2, the general tendency of the Christian
students’ religiosity is very high.
Table 3. Characteristics of Non-Christian Respondents
Male Female Total
Sex 55.7X 44,3 100.0(280)
Under 20 20-23 24 and over Total
Age 11.6 73.3 15.2 100.1(277)
Class High Uppei—middle Lower-middle Lower Total
Consciousness 2.3 49. 38. 1 9.8 100.0(277
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Different from the case of Christian students, as shown in Table 3,
the sex ratio aaong the non-Christian students indicates a high rate of
■ale students (55.7% compared to 44.3% female). The age distribution
and class consciousness categories are similar to those of the
Christian students. Questionnaire items for Christian students numbered
36, and those for non-Christian students 28 (See Appendices). They
included personal characteristics, religious issues, moral issues,
cultural issues, and socio-political issues.
B. Research Method and Hypotheses
As mentioned before, the purpose of this research analysis is to
find out what religio-cultural factors might funtion as positive
factors for church growth or successful Christian mission, and what
other factors might function negatively. The hypotheses presented
here are as follows:' The native religious tradition in terms of the
belief in a supernatural being may function as a positive factor for
Christian mission. Particularly important here is the widespread
belief in the absolute God, and God’s judgment and providence. The
Confucian tradition of familism may function as a positive factor, in
that religious socialization in the family has been effective for
successful mission. The Buddhistic tradition of belief in salvation
and the existence of heaven and hell, etc., also has a positive
effect on Koreans’ understanding of the Christian doctrine of
salvation.
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On the other hand, the native and the Confucian tradition of
filial piety in terms of ancestor worship may function as a negative
factor, since the Korean church from the beginning defined it as idol
worship and rejected its practice. The Confucian tradition of
austere morality has also been a negative factor. This morality has
been expressed as a conservative attitude toward moral problems such as
smoking and drinking. It has been mentioned that despite the
Korean churches’ capacity for social change in the early times, they
have been losing their influence in the social arena, partly due to
the fact that their concern has been concentrated only on the problem of
church growth. Therefore Korean churches’ lack of concern for
social problems may function as a negative factor for mission,
particularly for young, educated persons.
These positive and negative factors in the Korean
religio-cultural traditions will be sorted out. To accomplish this
purpose, results of the survey questions will be carefully examined.
Some statistical methods such as formation of various cross
tabulations and comparison of percentages in each variable will be
used. Finally, some implications derived from the results of the




A. Problem of Conversion
Table 4 shows the relationship between religious background and
conversion to Christianity.
Table 4. Religious Background and Conversion
Non-Christian religious background
Bud. Confu. Chondo. Folk-Re 1igion Others No Religion Total
17.9% 1.0 1.4 0.0 8.2 71.5 100.0(291)
Religion of Christians before conversion to Christianity
Bud. Confu. Chondo. Folk-Re 1igion Others No Religion Total
7.8 2.6 0.4 0.4 1.7 87.0 99.9(230)
One who never thought about conversion to Christianity
Buddhism Confucianism Chondogyo Others No Religion
71.2 66.7 50.0 54.2 53.5
N (37) (2) (2) (13) (108)
According to Table 4, respondents who have no religion are a
majority (71.5%), and this result shows the skeptical tendency of
young, educated persons with regard to religious matters.^
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On the other hand, converted Christians coae Bainly from those
who have no religion (87.0%). This neans that it is not easy for
those with other religions such as Buddhism to convert to
Christianity. And the percentage of Buddhists who never thought about
conversion to Christianity is high (71.2%) compared with those
having other religions (54.2%) or no religion (53.5%). These results
suggest that the main target for mission in the future should be
primarily those who have no religion.
Table 5 reports the motive of conversion among Christians.
Table 5. Motive of Conversion among Christians
Relatives, Non-acquaintances Voluntary Religious Christian
Friends Participation Ceremonies Writings
38.6% 4.8 8.5 3.8 2.0
Parents Total
42.3 100.0(293)
As shown in Table 5, 42.3 percent of respondents became
Christians because of their parents’ religion. This implies two
things. One is the importance of religious socialization at home and
the other is the salience of family ties in religious matters. This
kind of reasoning was suggested earlier, that Confucian familism in
Korea may function as a positive factor for Christian mission. In
other words, if parents become Christians, their children naturally
tend to follow suit. The strong family tie is certainly an important
factor for Christian conversion.
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The second highest motive of conversion is persuasion by
relatives or friends. This suggests that the primary group relation is
still an important factor in religious matters. On the other hand,
other factors such as persuasion by non-acquaintances, voluntary
participation in church services, participation in various religious
ceremonies (wedding ceremony, funeral ceremony, etc.), and contact with
Christian writings are not such powerful motives for conversion.
These results indicate that the future mission strategy in terms of
Church growth should be based on the mobilization of Christians
toward their non-Christian relatives and friends.
Table 6. Duration of Belief in Jesus among Christians
21 years and over 15-20 10-14 5-9 5 years or less Total
24.5% 11.0 17.6 24.1 22.8 100.0(290)
In Table 6, showing the duration of belief in Jesus among
Christians, about half of the respondents (46.9%) have had their
Christian faith for less than 10 years, while 35.5 percent have been
believers for more than 15 years. These figures imply that many were
converted to Christianity during the period of the rapid growth of
the Korean church or socialized in to the Christian faith from an
early age, possibly by their parents.
Table 7 shows non-Christians'experiences of being persuaded to
convert to Christianity or having contact with Christian writings.
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Table 7. Non-Christians* Experiences of Persuasion or Contact
as Related to Christian Conversion
Number of Experiences 0 1 2 3 4 5 + Total
Persuasion by
relatives, friends 9.4 6.4 13.9 17.3 4.0 49.0 100.0(202)
Persuasion by
non-aquaintances 11.4 20.2 22.3 14.5 1.6 30.1 100.1(193)
Voluntary
participation 55.3 18.6 4.8 4.3 1.1 16.0 100.1(188)
Participation in
Christian ceremonies 64.2 13.3 4.0 6.4 1.2 11.0 100.1(172)
Receiving
Christian writings 7.0 10.3 14.6 14.1 4.3 49.7 100.0(185)
Reading
Christian writings 13.3 16.5 20.7 13.3 2.7 33.5 100.0(188)
As shown in Table 7, many non-Christian students have already had
some experience of having been persuaded by others to attend church,
and of having contact with Christian information. The percentage of
those who have been persuaded to attend a church more than once by
their relatives, friends, and/or acquaintances is 90.6 percent.
Also, 88.6 percent of the respondents have had the experience of
being persuaded by non-acquaintances to attend church more than once.
Furthermore, 93 percent of non-Christians have received
Christian writings or literature for mission and 86.7 percent have
read such writings more than once. As indicated in Table 7, the
majority of non-Christians have had some experiences of being
persuaded to attend church or of coming into contact with printed
materials about Christianity. These results may imply that the
evangelizing efforts of Korean churches and Christians have been very
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active, even though the aost of the effective efforts were through
persuasion conversions by relatives and friends.
A particularly interesting fact here is that about half (49.0%)
of non-Christians were persuaded to attend a church by their
relatives or friends more than five times. This may suggest that the
primary relationship is still very important in Korea, in the sense
that informal matters such as religious faith are discussed freely
among them. It also implies that evangelization through the primary
group relationship is a very effective source of mission.^
Table 8. Consideration of Conversion among Non-Christians






Thinking about Yes No Total
conversion by sex Male 36.6 63.4 100.0(153)
Female 51.6 48.4 100.0(122)
Thinking about Yes No Total
conversion by age -20 56.2 43.8 100.0(32)
21 -23 44.2 55.8 100(199)
24+ 26.8 73.2 100.0(41)
Table 8 indicates the results of data on non-Christians’
thinking about the problems of conversion. Among non-Christian
respondents, 43.3 percent were considering conversion. Considering
the high rate of those having no religion. this result shows the
positive possiblity of mission for them in the future. However, two
things are noteworthy. One is the fact that the female respondents
are more likely to think about conversion. Thus 51.6 percent of the
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fe«ale students are thinking about conversion coipared to only 36.6
percent of the males. This implies two things. One is that this
result reflects the general tendency of high religiosity of females
compared with males. The other is that future mission strategy for
non-Christians should be particularly focused on the issue of
evangelizing male students.
The other thing to consider is the fact that rates of
respondents’ thinking about conversion differ with age. Namely,
among the age group that is less than 21 years old, as many as 56.2
percent are considering conversion, compared with 44.2 percent of the
age group 21 to 23 years old and only 26.8 percent of the age group
that is more than 23 years old. This result shows two important
things. One is the fact that the older a person is, the more
difficult it is to be converted. As related to this fact, the other
thing is that it is very important to evangelize young persons as
soon as possible. It is certain that early socialization in
religious matters among young people is urgent.
Table 9 shows the results of data in terms of reasons for
considering or not considering conversion, among non-Christian
students. As for why they are thinking about conversion, only 7.6
percent reply that it is because of positive evaluation of
Christians’ church activities, 6.1 percent because of a positive
opinion of Christians’ morality, and 5.3 percent due to Christians’
good attitudes. On the other hand, about half of non-Christians
(45.5%) give as their reason for thinking about conversion to
Christianity that Christianity is simply one of various religions.
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Table 9» Reasons for Considering or Not Considering Conversion
Reason for Considering Conversion
Viewing Christianity as siaply one of various religions 45.5X
In favor of Christian doctrines 23.5
In favor of Christians’ church activities 7.6
In favor of Christians* morality 6.1





Reason for Not Considering Conversion
Having of other religion 9.0
Cannot accept Christian doctrines 7.4
Negative iaage of Christians’ church activities 18.9
Negative image of Christians* behavior and attitudes 33.6
Suppose it to have many limitations 18,0
Other 13,1
Total 100.0(122)
possibly an attractive one. Another 23.5 percent indicate the reason to
be their attraction to Christian doctrines. These results have mixed
implications. While non-Christians have favorable attitudes toward
Christianity itself in terms of its theology and substantial
character, they have some negative feelings about churches and
Christians.
These results are more fully displayed in the other question,
about the reason for not considering conversion. Among those who
have never thought about conversion, 33.6 percent indicate the reason to
be their negative image of Christians’ behavior and attitudes, and 18.9
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percent pointed to their negative image of Christians’ church activi¬
ties. Only 7.4 percent reported that their reason for not considering
conversion was a doctrinal problem. These results strongly suggest that
the main reason for non-Christians’ not considering conversion does not
lie in Christianity per se as an unacceptable religion but in
Christians’undesirable behavior and attitudes. By implication, if
non-Christians have ever thought about conversion, it is not because of
the exemplary life of Christians but because of the attractiveness of
the Christian religion. What kind of behavior and attitudes of churches
and Christians are responsible for non-Christians’ negative feelings
about them? The answer is not wholly evident in this research, but some
probable answers will be discussed later.
It is also noteworthy that the reason for non-conversion
indicated by 18 percent of non-Christians is the many supposed
limitations that would result from becoming Christian. This problem will
be also discussed later. The decisive fact here is that
Christians do not show non-Christians a positive image through their
lives. In this sense, it is urgent that Christians should be nurtured
to become mature, responsible, and considerate personalities.
B. Belief in the Supernatural
Table 10 shows the ideas and attitudes about supernatural being
and action held by Christian respondents before they became
Christians.
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Table 10. Christians* Thinking about the Supernatural before
Becoming Christians
Yes No Total
The existence of the Absolute 90.1% 10.0 100.1(241)
Life after death 86.8 13.2 100.0(242)
The Absolute’s Providence for human life
and death, fortune and misfortune 78.3 21.7 100.0(240)
Experience of prayer or petition to
a transcendent existence 66.1 33.9 100.0(239)
As shown in Table 10, it is very interesting that the majority of
Christians had already had some beliefs about supernatural being and
action before they converted to Christianity. Thus, 91.1 percent of
Christians had believed in the existence of the Absolute before they
became Christians. Eighty six and eight tenths percent of them had
believed in an afterlife. And 78.3 percent had experienced the
working of the Absolute’s providence on human life and death,
fortune and misfortune. Sixty-six and one-tenth percent of the
respondents even had had some experiences of prayer or petition to
a transcendent existence before they became Christians.
These results strongly support the hypothesis mentioned before
that Koreans held some beliefs about the existence of the absolute,
transcendent God, and God’s judgment and providence, from the
earliest times of their history. The Hananim concept and the gods
in the Tangun myth have evidently influenced Korean people’s minds in
terms of their transcendent and supernatural beliefs.^ We have
indicated that these facts might have a positive impact on successful
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Christian nission in Korea. And this is proved to be the case
according to the results presented in Table 11.





The existence of the Absolute
Life after death





huaan life and death,
fortune and misfortune 68.9 31.1 100.0 (299)
As revealed in Table 11, even among non-Christians, 77.7 percent
of respondents believe in the existence of the Absolute, and 74.1
percent believe in life after death. Sixty-eight and nine tenths
percent think that human life and death, fortune and misfortune are
dependent upon God’s Providence. It is an astonishing result that
so many non-Christians have Christian-like beliefs even though they
have no Christian knowledge or background. We can say that these
results strongly support the fact that Koreans have a pre-understanding
of supernatural and transcendent beliefs. Certainly this fact
functioned as a strong positive factor for successful Christian mission
in the past and may function as a potential positive factor for mission
in the future. It is an encouraging fact that even the young,
educated persons still have a strong belief in the supernatural.
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Table 12. Belief in the Supernatural and Consideration
of Conversion
Thinking about Belief in the Absolute
conversion High Mid Low
Yes 59.0 46.6 26,6





Thinking about Belief in an afterlife
conversion High Mid Low
Yes 48.3 47.5 32.0 X2 =17.38193 df=4
No 51.7 52.5 68.0 p=0.0016
100.0(58) 100.0(158) 100.0(75) GamBa= 0.25409
Thinking about Belief in God’s Providence
conversion High Mid Low
Yes 45.2 51.5 27.8 X2=16.83296 df=4
No 54.8 48.5 72.2 d=0.0021
100.0(31) 100.0(171) 100.0(90) Gamia=0.31521
Table 12 shows the relationship between non-Christians’ belief in
the supernatural and their consideration of conversion. As
indicated, those who have stronger beliefs in the Absolute, an afterlife
and God’s providence tend to think about conversion aore frequently.
Thus among non-Christians, 59 percent of respondents who have a ’’high”
belief in the Absolute think about conversion while only 26.6
percent of those with a ’’low” belief consider it (p<0.005 level with
Gamma of 0.39997).
Also, 48.3 percent of non-Christians having a ’high’ beliefs in
an afterlife are considering conversion, while 32 percent of
respondents who have a ’’low” belief in the afterlife consider it (p<
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0.005 level with Ganna of 0.25409). In the case of belief in God’s
providence, a similar result is shown. Fourty-five and two tenths
percent of non-Christians with a "high” belief in God’s providence are
thinking about conversion while 27.8 percent of non-Christians with a
’’low” belief in God’s providence are considering it. These results
nay not be surprising, since such beliefs are supposed to be related
to the beliefs of Christian religion, and as a result, those who
have such beliefs will be more likely to convert to Christianity.
C. Problem of Ancestor Worship
We have said that the Confucian and native religious traditions
have encouraged the long practice of ancestor worship by the Korean
people, and that this resulted in a serious conflict between Korean
culture and Christianity. As a matter of fact, the Korean churches
have strongly opposed the practice of ancestor worship. And this has
certainly been an important obstacle to Christian mission. Now we need
to examine whether this Confucian tradition still functions as a
negative factor for mission today.




The result presented in Table 13 strongly suggests the
significance of ancestor worship among the Korean people up to now.
The majority of non-Christians (94%) practice ancestor worship. Thus it
is no wonder that early Christians were persecuted for rejecting
ancestor worship as a superstition. This long tradition of ancestor
worship may be an important obstacle for Christian mission in the
future as it was in the past. And this supposition is supported by
the data as shown in Table 14.
Table 14. Attitude of non-Christians toward Christians*
Not Practicing Ancestor Worship
Very More or Less
Displeased Displeased Don’t Care Total
43. IX 29.0 27.9 100.0(297)
Table 14 reports the percentages of non-Christians attitude toward
Christians not practicing ancestor worship. As expected, many
non-Christians (72.IX) have a feeling of displeasure or
dissatisfaction over the fact that Christians do not practice
ancestor worship. They may think of Christians as disregarding
filial piety, on the one hand, and the long cultural tradition of
Korea, on the other hand.'* There is no doubt, then, that Christians
not practicing ancestor worship is an obstacle to non-Christians
conversion to Christianity.
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This fact is supported by the data shown in Table 15, which
suBoarizes Christians’ attitudes and behavior toward ancestor
worship. It is not surprising, in view of the high rate of ancestor
worship aoong non-Christians, that as many as 80 percent of
Christians had experienced the practice of ancestor worship before
becoming Christians.






80.0% 20.0 100.0 (250)
after conversion
Feel guilty before God
63.4 36.5 99.9 (219)
for ancestor worship
Negative response of family
or relatives when
44.9 55. 1 100.0(147)
stopping Ancestor worship 60.7 39.3 100.0(79)
However, a surprising fact is that about two-thirds (63.4X) of
Christians are still practicing ancestor worship even after they
converted to Christianity. This result strongly suggests that
ancestor worship has been and is a very important family cultural
tradition. This is particularly related to Korea’s strong Confucian
tradition of filial piety and familism. The importance of the
practice of ancestor worship is reflected in the data showing the
response of family or relatives when the converted Christians stopped
practicing ancestor worship. Among them, 60.7 percent said that
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their family or relatives showed a negative response. This means
that stopping the practice of ancestor worship may give non-Christian
family members or relatives a negative feeling about Christian
beliefs. Another important fact is that 44.9 percent of Christians
who are practicing ancestor worship even after they converted to
Christianity feel guilty about this. They apparently feel conflict
between the Korean cultural tradition and the Christian norm
prohibiting ancestor worship. By implication, there is no doubt that
the problem of the practice of ancestor worship is one that must be
solved for the future Christian mission in Korea.
D. Moral Problems: Smoking and Drinking
From the beginning of Christian mission in Korea, the
missionaries rigorously restricted smoking and drinking habits among
Christians.^ This austere discipline made Christians’ life morally
ascetic. However, this moral regulation also worked as an important
barrier to non-Christians’ conversion to Christianity. Here we will
examine the moral issue.
Table 16 shows the attitudes and behavior of Christians with
regard to smoking. Some interesting results appear in the Table.
Although the percentage of Christians who smoke cigarettes is only
17.6 percent among Christian students, the male ratio reaches 35.9
percent compared with 1.9 percent for females. Considering the
strict prohibition on smoking in Korean churches, this percentage is
high. One third of male Christian students smoke cigarettes in spite of
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the church’s rule of prohibition. The low rate of female smoking is
not surprising since smoking is not popular among women in Korean
society.
Table 16. Smoking and Christians
Yes No Total
Do you smoke? 17.6% 82.4 100.0 (290)
Male 35.9 64.1 100.0 (128)
Female 1.9 98.1 100.0 (158)
(If yes)
Do you feel guilty about this: 49.1 50.9 100.0 (57)
Did you try to stop smoking after
conversion?50. 9 49.1 100.0 (53)
(If no)
Did you smoke
before conversion? 9.0 91.0 100.0 (221)
Do you think it’s all right for
Christians to smoke? 57.0 43.0 100.0 (272)
Smoker 93.7 6.3 100.0 (48)
Non-smoker 49.3 50.7 100.0 (221)
One important fact is that among those who smoke, 50.9 percent
have tried to quit only to fail, and 49.1 percent now have guilt
feelings about their habit. Another important fact is that 57
percent of all Christians, whether they smoke or not, think that it is
all right for Christians to smoke cigarettes. Even among those who
do not smoke, 49.3 percent hold the view that Christians may smoke.
And about half (49.1%) of the smokers have not tried to stop smoking.
Not surprisingly, 93.7 percent of smoking Christians think Christians
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sioking is permissible. Still another important fact is that among
non-smokers, only 9 percent of respondents actually stopped smoking
after conversion.
These results have certain implications. Despite the Korean
churches’ official prohibition, the new generation of Christians
tends to have an open attitude about smoking. This is a significant
change in moral values among younger Christians. However, due to the
churches prohibition on smoking, those who now smoke have a guilt
feeling which may result in value conflict or psychological tension in
their Christian life. Furthermore, this may produce a double standard
in Christian moral attitudes. In reality only a few quit smoking
after they had converted to Christianity. This means that smoking is
a heavy burden for smoking Christians. By implication, the problem
of smoking cigarettes is for Christians a serious problem to be solved.
Similar results are shown in the case of drinking. Table 17
shows Christian students’ attitudes and behavior with regard to
drinking. With a rate of 66.6 percent, a much higher percentage of
respondents drink than smoke. Among male students, three-fourths of
Christians drink (75.2X). And the ratio is 60.1 percent even among
females. Considering the Korean churches’ negative attitudes toward
Christians’ drinking, these percentages are astonishing. Among
those who drink, only 31.4 percent tried to quit drinking after
conversion. More than two-thirds of drinking Christians (68.9%) do
not even think about stopping it. However, more than half of those
who drink (52.5%) feel guilty about it. This result is similar to
that for smoking. Also similar is the fact that 56 percent of all
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percent of those who
Sonewhat different from the case of smoking,
who do not drink, only 25.3 percent think
is permissible while 73.7 percent of drinking
open attitude toward drinking. Actually, 28.8
do not drink quit after conversion.
These results have some important implications. Though the Korean
church keeps Christians from drinking formally, more young educated
Christians are actually drinking now. This is evidently a great
change among the new Christian generation since the Korean church
prohibits Christian drinking at any place and in any case
Table 17. Drinking and Christians
Yes No Total
Do you drink? 66.6% 33.4 100.0 (287)
Male 75.2 24.8 100.0 (125)
Female 60. 1 39.9 100.0 (158)
(If yes)
Do you feel guilty about it? 52.5 47.5 100.0 ( 198)
Did you try to stop drinking
after conversion? 31.1 68.9 100.0 (177)
(If no)
Did you drink before conversion? 28.8 71.2 100.0 (179)
Do you think it’s all right for
Christians to drink alcoholic
beverages? 56.0 44.0 100.0 (277)
Those who are drinking 73.7 26.3 100.0 (175)
Those who are not drinking 25.3 74.7 100.0 (95)
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However, many of those Christians who drink have guilty feelings
about it even though they do not try to stop. These results suggest
that the problem of drinking for Christians may be a cause of moral
conflict among the new Christian generation, as in the case of
smoking. So this is another problem to be solved for Christian
mission today among the young generation. Smoking and drinking are
more serious problems for the male than for the female, so the moral
problems may be a more serious obstacle for the male in Christian
mission. This may be one of the reasons why the percentage of male
Christians is so low compared with female Christians, In fact, more
than 70 percent of Christians are female in Korea,
Table 18, Smoking and Drinking and Non-Christians
Yes No Total
Do you smoke? 41,2X 58.8 100.0 (296)
Male 73,2 26.8 100.0 (153)
Female 8.3 91.7 100.0 (123)
Do you drink alcoholic
beverages? 89,4 10.6 100.0 (293)
Male 96,7 3.3 100.0 (151)
Female 79,7 20.3 100.0 (123)
Do you think the Christian
church oermits smokine? 17.0 83.0 100.0 (299)
Do you think the Christian church
permits drinking? 15.3 84.7 100.0 (288)
Table 18 describes the response of non--Christians on
subject of smoking and drinking. It is not surprising that
percentages of non-Christians who smoke and/or drink are
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higher than those of Christians. Thus 41.2 percent of
non-Christians (73.2% for the male) have the habit of snoking
cigarettes and 89.4 percent (96.7% for the male) the habit of
drinking alcoholic beverages. They believe that Christians have
negative attitudes toward smoking and drinking. Thus 83 percent of
non-Christians think that the Korean church does not permit smoking
in Christian life. And 84.7 percent think that drinking is not
permissible for church life. It is evident, then, that those
non-Christians who now smoke and/or drink may hesitate to convert due
to the Christian churches’ austere attitude toward moral issues such
as smoking and drinking.^ Especially considering the much higher rate
of those who smoke and/or drink among the young non-Christian
generation, the ascetic attitudes of the Korean churches on these
moral problems should be reconsidered.
E. Social Participation
The results in Table 19 represent Christians’ attitudes on
socio-political issues.
As shown in Table 19, the majority of Christians(89.5%) hold the
view that the churches should be involved in social and political
matters very actively or somewhat actively. This implies that many
young, educated Christians hold the strong view that churches today
have a social responsibility.'^ However, only 44.7 percent of the
respondents think that Korean churches are actually involved actively in
social and political matters. In other words, the actual social
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participation of Korean churches in socio-political natters is seen as
unsatisfactory by Christian students even though
expectations for the churches’ active involvenent.®
cause of Christian students’ dissatisfaction with the
they have great
This gap nay be a
churches’ reality.
Table 19, Christians’ Attitudes on Socio-political Issues
What do you think is the desirable relationship between the church
and social-political problems in Korea?
The church should be involved very actively in social and
political issues. 17.7%
The church should be involved some what actively
in social and political issues. 71.8
The church should not be involved in social and
political issues. 10.5
100.0(294)
What do you think is the Korean churches’ actual involvenent in
social and political matters?
They are involved actively. 44.7
They are involved inactively. 50.0
They have no concern. 4.4
100.0(293)
Similar results appear in non-Christian students’ response on this
problem, as presented in Table 20.
As indicated in Table 20, as many as 76.0 percent of
non-Christian respondents state that the churches should be
involved in socio-political matters, although the percentage is
somewhat lower than in the case of Christians. However, 44
percent of non-Christians think that the Korean churches are not
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actually involved in these matters actively. They may be persons who
have a negative feeling toward the church with regard to how it meets
its social responsibility. These results may imply that the
churches’ passive socio-political participation could be a cause
of the respondents’ dissatisfaction with the churches, which in turn
may be a cause of their hesitation to convert to Christianity.
Table 20. Non-Christians’ View of Churches’
Socio-Political Participation
What do you think is the desirable relationship between
and social-political problems in Korea?
the church
The church should be involved very actively in social
and political issues. 8. IX
The church should be somewhat actively involved in social
and political issues. 68.5
The church should not be involved in social and
political issues. 23.4
100.0(295)
What do you think is the Korean churches’ actual involvement
in social and political matters?
They are involved actively. 56.0
They are involved passively 37.2
They have no concern. 6.8
100.0(293
This implication is supported by the results shown in Table 21.
The interesting result shown in Table 21 is that among
non-Christian respondents, the more they believe in the churches’
responsibility of social participation, the more they consider
conversion to Christianity. Thus 54.2 percent of non-Christians who
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think that Korean churches should be involved in socio-political
matters are considering conversion to Christianity, while only 33.3
percent of non-Christians who think that Korean churches should not be
involved in these matters are thinking about conversion (p=0.001). These
results may mean that if the Korean churches show a more positive
attitude and behavior on socio-political matters, many
non-Christians will adopt a more positive attitude toward the
churches, which may increase the possibility of their conversion to
Christianity.’
Table 21. Consideration of Conversion and Churches’
Responsiblitv for Socio-political Participation
Churches’ Responsiblity for Socio-political
Participation
should be involved should be involved should not be
actively more or less involve!
Thinking
about Yes 54.2% 45.5 33.3









F. Non-Christians’ Evaluation of Korean Churches and Christianity.
Now we will examine non-Christians’ attitudes toward the
Korean churches and Christianity. Table 22 shows the results.
Table 22. Non-Christians’ Evaluation of the Korean Church
and Christianity
What is your view of Christianity as a religion?
Positive Neutral Negative Total
27.7X 46,3 26.0 100,0 (296)
What is your view of the Korean church?
Positive Neutral Negative Total
11.2 33.8 56.0 100.0 (296)
The results reported in Table 22 suggest some very important
meanings. Generally speaking, non-Christian students have a
neutral attitude toward Christianity per se. Namely, about half of
the respondents show a neutral attitude (46.3X) while the
percentages of those with a positive attitude and a negative
attitude are almost the same (27.7X and 26.OX respectively). But more
than half of non-Christians hold a negative attitude toward the Korean
church 1(56.OX) while only 11,2 percent of them show a positive
attitude , These results imply that many non--Christian young.
educated persons do not like the Korean churches even though they
have some favorable attitudes toward Christianity itself as a
religion. Then it may be supposed that if the Korean church is renewed
in some ways, many non-Christians may change their attitude toward
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the churches, and consequently be moved to convert to Christianity,
since three-fourths of non-Christians do not basically have a
negative feeling toward Christianity. Therefore it is a necessary
to examine the factors which cause non-Christians’ negative feeling
toward the churches. As suggested before, the Korean churches’
passive attitude toward socio-political participation may be one of
the reasons. Another factor may be discovered from other research.
According to Prof. Roh’s findings, only 23.4 percent of Korean
churches actually perform social services through the labor power of
their members.Furthermore, the budget allocated for social
services was an average 2.3 percent of the whole budget among 154
churches he examined. The results of another survey show a similar
problem.
According to Religion and Religiosity of Koreans. a report of
a survey conducted by Gallup Research Association in Korea, the
majority of respondents indicate the problem of the Korean churches’
lack of concern in social service areas.Then it is evident that
the Korean churches lack concern and actual activities in social
services, which is a cause for negative feelings toward the churches by
both Christians and non-Christians.
This problem is more clearly shown in the relationship between
’’non-Christians’ attitude toward Korean churches” and their ’’thinking
about conversion to Christianity.”
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Table 23. Non-Christians’ Attitudes toward Korean Churches
and Conversion
Attitude toward Korean Churches
Positive Neutral Negative
Thinking
about Yes 63.6% 53.6 32.9






(99 ) 100.0 (15,
GamBa=0.39081
Table 23 shows the relationship between non-Christians’ attitude
toward the Korean church and their consideration of conversion. As
revealed here, the sore positive the respondents* attitude toward the
church, the nore they are thinking of conversion. Thus, 63.6 percent of
those with a positive attitude toward the church are considering
conversion, while only 32.9 percent of those with a negative attitude
toward the church are thinking of conversion. This may not be a
surprising result since there is less possiblity for non-Christians to
convert to Christianity with negative feelings about the Christian
church. Then it is important for the Korean churches to give a good
impression to non-Christians, since they are drawn toward conversion
much more when they have a positive attitude toward the churches.
Similar results are shown in Table 24.
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about Yes 66.7* 39.0 26.3
Conversion No 33.3 61.0 73.7
100.0 (81) 100.0 (136) 100.0
X2=73.25023 df=8 p=0.0000 Gamma=0. 48630
As presented in Table 24, 66,7 percent of those with a positive
attitude toward Christianity are thinking of conversion while only
26.4 percent of those with a negative attitude toward Christianity
are so inclined (Gai0iDa=O.48630, p=0.0000). The more positively
non-Christians evaluate Christianity, the more likely they are to
convert to Christianity. It is no wonder that the possibility of
non-Christians’ conversion to Christianity is much higher for those
with a positive feeling about Christianity than for those with a
negative feeling.
What do these results imply? One implication is that if
non-Christians who have a negative feeling about Christianity can
change their attitude toward Christianity, the possiblity of their
considering conversion will be increased. Also, their negative
feeling toward Christianity seems to be based on their negative
feeling about the Korean churches. Therefore, if the Korean churches
can give them a positive image, their attitude toward the churches
and Christianity itself will be changed. This change may work as a
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factor for non-Christians to convert to Christianity, The problem is
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EVALUATION : SUMMARY. IMPLICATIONS, PROSPECTS
A. Summary of Findings and Implications
1. The Problem of Conversion
Christian converts come mainly from among those with no
religious affiliation, and most non-Christians are in this category.
So future converts can be expected to come from those having no
religion. Considering the high percentage of such persons,
prospects for mission in the future are not negative. Though more than
half of the whole population in Korea professes one or another
religion, the young, educated generation shows a tendency toward
religious doubt. Particular concern for that generation is needed.
The most important motive for conversion is parents’ Christian
faith, which underlines a significant role of the family in religious
matters. Parents’ religiosity is decisive for children’s
religiosity. Also, religious socialization in the family seems to be an
important factor in one’s having the Christian faith. The
Confucian tradition of familism definitely provides such an impetus.
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The majority of non-Christians have already had some experiences
of being persuaded by others to attend church, and have had contact
with Christian writings. This implies an active evangelizing
atmosphere in Korea. Without doubt, all kinds of experiences of being
persuaded by others, having contact with Christian writings, or
attending worship services or other Christian ceremonies have some
effect on non-Christians* thinking about conversion. Therefore, all
kinds of efforts which may motivate non-Christians’conversion
should be continued. Persuasion by relatives and friends is
particularly effective. In this sense, primary group relations for
evangelizing must be developed. Also, a hearty welcoming of
newcomers in the churches is needed.
Another finding is that male students and older students are
less likely to think about conversion. This suggests, on the one
hand that mission should be practiced as early as possible, and on the
other, that the mission effort should be focused on male persons.
The main reasons for considering conversion among
non-Christians are that they recognize Christianity as a religion
worth believing in, and that they have a favorable attitude toward
Christian doctrines. This means that non-Christians have a positive
feeling about Christianity itself. However, they do not have a
positive image of Korean churches and Christians, which is the main
reason for their not considering conversion. Korean churches’se1f-
centered, exclusive, and closed characteristics may be some of the
reasons.
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2. Belief in the Supernatural
The fact that the laajority of Christians had some beliefs in the
supernatural before their conversion and that the majority of
non-Christians have some belief in the supernatural now has important
implications. The long tradition of native religious beliefs in
Korea has had an evident effect on Korean people’s religious
mind. This will be a fortunate thing for Christian mission in the
future, as it was in the past. Since their beliefs are
similar to those of Christianity, these native religions give an
advantage to Christian mission. This factor obviously functioned
as a positive factor for Christian mission in the past, and it will do
so in the future.
3. The Problem of Ancestor Worship
The majority of non-Christians, particularly men, practice
ancestor worship, which implies that ancestor worship is still a very
important cultural tradition in Korea. Christians also practice
ancestor worship, even though officially the Korean churches reject
this. Ancestor worship is a source of pressure from family and
relatives who practice it.
Furthermore, many non-Christians tend to have negative feelings
about Christians’ not practicing ancestor worship. These results
strongly suggest that the issue of ancestor worship is a great
obstacle to non-Christians’ conversion to Christianity, in that they
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believe they must practice it, while they are not supposed to do it if
they are converted.
Meanwhile, Christians’ practice of it is a cause of inner
conflict related to their religious beliefs and activities, because
many engage in ancestor worship with some kind of guilt feeling.
Also, when Christians stop participating in this tradition, it often
arouses conflict between themselves and other family members and
relatives. Accordingly, the problem of ancestor worship is the
greatest obstacle to be overcome for future Christian mission. This
problem is especially serious since the Korean churches have strongly
opposed ancestor worship as a kind of idol worship.
4. Moral Problems
Despite the Korean churches’ official prohibition on smoking
cigarettes and drinking alcoholic beverages, many young, educated
Christians smoke and drink. And though many of them have guilt
feelings about this, they think that smoking and/or drinking should be
permitted for Christians. Many of them actually do not try to stop
these habits even after conversion. Habits of smoking and drinking
also influence one’s involvement in church activities, in that those
who smoke or drink tend to be in marginal positions in the churches,
probably due to the feeling of self-estrangement.
Also, the majority of non-Christians smoke and drink, and they
think that the Christian churches do not permit this. This may be
one reason for their not considering conversion. In other words.
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moral problems such as smoking and drinking are another barrier for
the Korean church to overcome, in the sense that many Christians
experience conflict and tension from this problem, on the one hand,
and many non-Christians hesitate to convert to Christianity due to
its austere morality. Also, the fact that those who practice
ancestor worship are likely to have the habits of smoking and
drinking implies that culturally traditionalistic persons will not be
easily converted.
5. Social Participation.
The majority of both Christians and non-Christians think that
the church should be involved in social and political matters in
Korea. This means that they expect the Korean church to participate
with social responsibility in the secular areas. However, only about
half of the Christians and non-Christians view the Korean churches
as participating in social and political matters actively. These
results may imply two things. One is that the young, educated
generation has great expectations for the church to show social
concern and perform social activities. The other is that in spite of
their expectations, the Korean churches do not carry out this role
well. This latter point has been a problem which may result in a
negative feeling toward the church among non-Christians and a feeling of
conflict in church life among Christians. In fact, non-Christians who
expect that the church should involve itself in socio-political
matters tend to think more about conversion.
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Non-Christians’ Evaluation of Korean Churches and Christianity6 .
Non-Christians show two contrasting responses in their
evaluation of the Korean church and Christianity. They tend to
evaluate Christianity in neutral terms and the Korean church in
negative terms. This implies that even though non-Christians have a
more or less favorable attitude toward Christianity as a religion to
believe in, they do not have a positive impression of the Korean
church. The problem here is that the Korean church is not viewed by
non-Christians as an impressive institution.
B. Suggestions for a New Mission Strategy
We have examined some of the positive and negative factors in
Korean re 1igio-cultural traditions affecting future Christian
mission. For a new mission strategy, it is necessary that we
encourage the positive factors and rethink and revise the negative
factors. It is particularly important that many Koreans still have no
specific religious loyalty, and also that many non-Christians have
Christian-like religious experiences. In these situations, we suggest
the following strategies for future Christian mission.
Family socialization is very important in religious matters, and
the mission strategy should be focused primarily on the family unit.
For this purpose, all family members should be encouraged to have a
family religious program of prayer, Bible reading and hymn singing
together each night. In fact, some churches in Korea encourage this
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program for their members. Also it is necessary for church members to
participate in Sunday worship services as a family-unit.
It was also found that persuasion by close friends and relatives
was effective for Christian mission. Therefore each church member
should be encouraged to evangelize his/her close friends and
relatives. Particularly important here is the reinforcement of
church programs and education for young persons since an early
religious socialization process is very effective for Christian
mission. In this sense, various church programs for the young age
group should be developed, including programs of recreation,
education, hobbies, sports, Bible study and so on. The fellowship
program is very important here.
Ancestor worship is the greatest obstacle to Christian mission,
particularly for male persons. Therefore the problem of the practice of
ancestor worship should be redefined. As a matter of fact,
ancestor worship is permitted among Catholics and this appears very
effective for Christian mission. The Catholic Church in Korea has
defined ancestor worship not as idol worship but as a folk tradition
expressing filial piety. In the matter of ancestor worship, the
Protestant Church in Korea has a long tradition of rejecting it as
idol worship due to the church’s general tendency of conservatism in
interpreting Christian doctrinal beliefs and practical attitudes.
This tendency is closely related to other conservative attitudes of
the Korean Protestant Church such as exclusivism toward other
religions, asceticism in moral behavior, authoritarianism in church
administration, and sexual discrimination in the church. In general.
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then, the church’s teachings should be fundamentally changed to
stimulate open-mindedness among church members. In particular, the
church should teach its members that ’’ancestor worship” is simply a
ceremony of memorial for the deceased loved ones. As a matter of
fact, the main reason for the Korean church’s rejecting of ancestor
worship is that one is supposed to bow to the picture(s) or Wipae
(the sacred plate inscribed with the name(s) of the dead
ancestor(s)). They say that bowing to one’s dead ancestors is
against the commandment written in the 20th chapter of Exodus (...Thou
shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any
thing...: thou shalt not bow thyself to them, nor serve them,).
Therefore, it should be taught that the bowing is not worship but an
expression of respect for one’s ancestors. The Protestant church in
Korea should accept the practice of ancestor ’’worship” as a natural
expression of respect for the deceased ancestor. A combination of the
Christian ceremony for'the deceased and the native ceremony of ancestor
worship may be a way of solving the problem.
Another serious obstacle to Christian mission, particularly for
young persons, is the ascetic morality required by the Korean church,
such as the prohibitions on smoking and drinking. In fact, however.
even many Christians have these habits. accompanied by guilt
feelings. And many non-Christians wi 11 not consider conversion
because of the austere moral attitude of the Korean church. In
Korea, the habits of smoking and drinking are permitted for Catholics
and this is one of the reasons that young persons in Korea are more
likely to convert to Catholicism. In the Catholic Church in Korea,
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they teach the believers, particularly the youth, right habits of
smoking and drinking: they provide some guidelines for Christian moral
behavior including smoking and drinking. Of course, they do not
encourage these habits. But rather than prohibiting they suggest a
right manner and attitude toward smoking and drinking. Whether
smoking and drinking can be permitted in a theological sense is a
subject for the field of Christian ethics, and the proper answer to
this matter is beyond our concern. The concern here is for a modest
attitude and behavior on moral issues among Korean church members.
Though there are relatively few alcoholics in Korea, there are a
great many occasions for drinking which are related to social
activities and meetings. Thus, not drinking at all can become a
cause of social isolation. Then it will be wiser for the Protestant
churches to permit the habits of smoking and drinking while guiding
Christians, particularly young persons, toward healthy attitudes and
life styles, rather than prohibiting such habits. It will be useful
for the Korean church to define when, where, and how smoking and
drinking should be permitted.
Another factor discouraging non-Christians from thinking about
conversion is the passive attitude of the Korean church on social and
political matters. Theologically speaking, the church has a
responsibility for social service, along with its other
responsibilities of mission, education and fellowship. The function of
social services includes active social participations for the
purpose of changing the society according to God’s love and justice, on
the one hand, and social assistance to the needy, on the other.
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Jesus’ teaching about "light and salt” is one of the bases of
Christian social responsibility. Also, one of the great commandments in
the Bible is to love one’s neighbors. Loving one’s neighbors should
be expressed as concrete behavior. Then social service and
activities must be the result of Christian love. In missiological
terms, there is the new mission concept of tfissio Dei, which means
that the church should go out into the world to transform it
according to God’s will. One of the main goals of the church’s going
out is to serve the world with God’s love. Thus the social service
function is a very important function of the Christian church. The
Korean church should invest more financial and human resources in the
realm of social participation. The church’s image as serving the
people and the society is very important. Therefore, various programs
and plans for social service and activities should be developed. As
a matter of fact, the negative feeling of many non-Christians are
directed not toward Christianity itself, but toward the
institutionalized church which lacks concern for social problems.
By living up to its social responsibility, the church should improve
its credibility among non-Christians.
All of these are only outlines of some suggestions for
successful mission in the future, particularly for young, educated
persons. It is hoped that more concrete plans and programs will be




Considering the short period of its Christian mission, the
Korean church has grown rapidly in a numerical sense. Various factors
for successful mission in Korea have been examined. The Korean
churches’ efforts to evangelize the people have been effective in terms
of Bible study, prayer meetings, revival meetings, self-sufficient
policies, and so on. Also, the troubled socio-political situation of
Korea led its people to seek stability and security in the church,
particularly since the 1960s, and this has worked as a positive factor
for rapid church growth during the past two decades.
In the present study, however, the re 1igio-cultural influences on
church growth in Korea were the primary concern. Since the
socio-political situation of the country has been improved, the
motivation of seeking comfort and security has probably become weaker
while the religio-cultural background of the Korean people still
functions as an important factor for Christian mission.
The Korean people have had various religious traditions and these
have worked as positive factors in some cases and negative factors in
other cases. Therefore it is necessary to treat them with
discrimination, to reinforce the positive factors, on the one hand, and
to overcome the negative factors, on the other. The Shamanistic
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background of the Korean people has played a positive role for church
growth in that the Christian concept of blessing seen in the context of
the shamanistic concept of blessing has attracted many people. From
this, however, has arisen the problem of a selfish faith which lacks a
sense of social responsibility. The native belief in the supernatural
and transcendent Being, Hananim. has been a decidedly positive factor
for successful Christian mission.
Although the Buddhistic tradition in Korea worked as a negative
factor since that religion has competed with Christianity, the
Buddhistic doctrines of salvation, heaven and hell, and so on, made it
easier for the Korean people to accept the Christian doctrines of
salvation, final judgment, and so on. The Confucian tradition in Korea
has also had both positive and negative effects. The Confucian
familism and morality has had a positive influence on Christian
mission. But negatively, the Confucian tradition of filial piety
expressed in ancestor worship has been the greatest barrier.
Early Christianity in Korea played a decisive role in the
modernization of Korea, and this has worked as a very important fact
for the Christian mission. Christianity was a powerful source of
social change in Korea. It contributed to the enlightenment of the
Korean people by educational and medical programs, liberation of women
and people in the oppressed classes, the establishment of social
services and welfare programs, the introduction of concepts such as
equality, justice, and universal love, and so on. These activities
certainly helped a successful Christian mission in the early times.
Subsequently, however, the proud heritage of the Christian churches
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had lost ground, due mainly to the 36-year Japanese colonization of
Korea, which brought with it the political and religious oppression of
the Korean people and church. As a result, the Korean church lost its
energy and power to lead Korean society, although numerical church
growth was accomplished due to the various factors mentioned before.
All of these issues and problems were tested by a survey of
college students, and the hypotheses suggested above were all found to
be true. These results are important since young, educated persons
will be the future lay leaders of the Korean churches. In the various
statistics, we have distinguished the positive and negative factors for
Christian mission. Based on the data, we have suggested some
religio-cultural problems to be reconsidered for the future of Christian
mission. For the successful Christian mission in the future, the Korean
church should take some strategies into account, i.e., those of
reinforcement of family religious socialization, development of educa¬
tional programs for young persons, reinterpretation of the practice of
ancestor worship, guidance for modest moral behaviors, and active social
participation. For the proposed, the Korean church should concentrate
its energy on qualitative maturation as well as on quantitative growth.
The future of Christian mission in Korea is bright, since most
Koreans already have some Christian-like beliefs, and also because they
recognize the positive role of the Korean church in early times, which
has given them a more or less favorable attitude toward Christianity
itself. Church growth in Korea in the future will be largely dependent




Questionnaire for Christian Students
* Please check
1. Which denomination do you belong to?1)Presbyterian ( ) 2) Methodist ( ) 3) Holiness ( )
4) Baptist ( ) 5) Other ( )
2. How long have you been a Christian?
1) more than 20 years ( ) 2) 15-19 years ( )
3) 10-14 years ( ) 4) 5-9 years ( )
5) less than 5 years
3. What is the motivation for your becoming a Christian?
1) persuaded by relative(s) or friend(s) ( )
2) persuaded by non-acquaintances ( )
3) moved through voluntary attendance at church ( )
4) moved through religious ceremonies such as wedding, funeral,
etc. ( )
5) inspired by Christian materials ( )
6) naturally became a Christian through parents ( )
* The following questions (4-8) are about your situation before you
first became a Christian. Check the one which is appropriate for your
case.
4. I thought that Christainity was merely one of several possible
religions to which to convert.
1) Very accurate ( ) 2) Somewhat accurate ( )
3) Somewhat inaccurate ( ) 4) Very inaccurate ( )
5) I was not interested in that kind of matter ( )
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5. Christian doctrines appealed to ne.
1) Very accurate ( ) 2) Somewhat accurate ( )
3) Somewhat inaccurate ( ) 4) Very inaccurate ( )
5) I was not interested in that kind of matter ( )
6. I was interested in church activities of Christians.
1) Very accurate ( ) 2) Somewhat accurate ( )
3) Somewhat inaccurat ( ) 4) Very inaccurate ( )
5) I was not interested in that kind of matter ( )
7. I was impressed by Christian morality and behavior.
1) Very accurate ( ) 2) Somewhat accurate ( )
3) Somewhat inaccurate ( ) 4) Very inaccurate ( )
5) I was not interested in that kind of matter ( )
8. The Christian life-style appealed to me.
1) Very accurate ( ) 2) Somewhat accurate ( )
3) Somewhat inaccurate ( ) 4) Very inaccurate ( )
5) I was not interested in that kind of matter ( )
9. How often do you attend church in a week?
times a week.
10. Do you participate in church activities other than worship services
or the Bible study program?
1) Frequently ( ) 2) Sometimes ( )
3) Rarely or Never ( )
* The following questions (11-7) are about your experience before you
first became a Christian. Please check the one which is appropriate for
your case.
11. What was your religion?
1) Buddhism ( ) 2) Confucianism ( )
3) Chondogyo ( ) 4) Folk Religion ( )
5) Other ( ) 6) No Religion ( )
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12. Did you believe in the absolute Being?
1) Yes, quite certainly. ( )
2) I vaguely assumed it to be true. ( )
3) I was doubtful of it. ( )
13. Did you believe in life after death?
1) Yes, quite certainly. ( )
2) I vaguely assumed it to be true. ( )
3) I was doubtful of it. ( )
14. Had you ever thought that human happiness and/or misfortune were
decided by a certain absolute will?
1) I had thought so many times. ( )
2) It occasionally appeared in my mind. ( )
3) I had never thought so. ( )
15. Had you ever prayed or petitioned any supernatural being for any
sort of blessing?
1) Yes, many times ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Never ( )
16. Had you ever invited a shaman to perform a shamanistic ritual?
1) Yes, many times ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Never ( )
17. Had you practiced ancestor worship before you became a Christian?
1) Yes, regualarly ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Never ( )
(If you never practiced ancestor worship, skip questions 18 through
20. )
18. Are you currently practicing ancestor worship ?
1) Yes, regularly ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Never ( )
( If you currently practice ancestor worship, skip questions 20 through
21. If you do not practice it, skip question 19.)
19. Have you ever had guilt feeling about practicing ancestor worship?
1) Often ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Rarely or Never ( )
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20. When you stopped practicing ancestor worshiop, what was the
response of your family or relatives?
1) Very displeased ( )
2) Somewhat displeased ( )
3) Tried to understand ( )
4) No response ( )
21. Do you practice Christian memorial services for any deceased family
member? 1)Regularly ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Rarely or Never ( )
22. Do you smoke cigarettes?
1) I smoke cigarettes as a habit. ( )
2) I smoke only occasionally. ( )
3) I do not smoke at all. ( )
(If you do not smoke, skip questions 23 and 24.)
23. Have you ever felt guilty about smoking?
1) Often ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Rarely or Never ( )
24. Have you ever attempted to quit smoking for religious reasons after
you became a Christian?
1) Yes ( ) 2) No ( )
25. Had you smoked before you became a Christian?
1) Yes ( ) 2) No ( )
26. What do you think about the problem of Christians’ smoking?
1) Christians should not smoke. ( )
2) No special rule on smoking needs to be applied to
Christians. ( )
27. Do you drink liquor?
1) I drink often. ( )
2) I drink only occasionally. ( )
3) I do not drink at all. ( )
( If you do not drink, skip questions 28 and 29.)
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28. Have you ever felt guilty about drinking ?1)Often ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Rarely or Never ( )
29. Have you ever attenpted to quit drinking for religious reasons
after you became a Christian?1)Yes ( ) 2) No ( )
30. Had you drunk before you became a Christian?
1) Yes ( ) 2) No ( )
31. What do you think about the problem of Christians’ drinking?
1) Christians should not drink. ( )
2) No special rule on drinking needs to be applied to
Christians. ( )
32. What do you think is the level of Korean Christians’ involvement in
social and political matters?
1) They are involved actively. ( )
2) They are involved passively. ( )
3) They have no concern. ( )
33. What do you think should be the relationship between the church and
socio-political matters?
1) The church should be involved in such matters actively, ( )
2) The church should show some concern for such matters, but not
too much. ( )
3) The church should not be involved in such matters. ( )
34. What is your age?
1) under 20 ( ) 2) 20-23 years ( ) 3) 24 or more ( )
35. What is your sex?
1) Male ( ) 2) Female ( )
36. What social class do you think you belong to ?
1) High ( ) 2) Upper middle ( ) 3) Lower middle ( ) 4) Low ( )
Thank you for your cooperation!
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APPENDIX 2
Questionnaire for non-Christian Students
* Please check.
1. What is your religion?1)Buddhism ( ) 2) Confucianism ( ) 3) Chondogyo ( )
4) Folk Religion ( ) 5) Other ( ) 6) No Religion ( )
2. Do you believe in the existence of an absolute Being?
1) Yes, quite certainly. ( )
2) I vaguely assume it to be true. ( )
3) I am doubtful of it. ( )
3. Do you believe in life after death?
1) Yes, quite certainly. ( )
2) I vaguely assume it to be true. ( )
3) I am doubtful of it. ( )
4. Have you ever thought that human happiness and/or misfortune are
decided by a certain absolute will?
1) I have thought so many times. ( )
2) It occasionally appears in my mind. ( )
3) I have never thought so. ( )
5. Have you ever prayed or petitioned any supernatural being for any
sort of blessing?
1) Yes, many times ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Never < )
6. Have you ever invited a shaman to perform a shamanistic ritual?
1) Yes, many times ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Never ( )7.Do you practice ancestor worship ?
1) Regularly ( ) 2) Occasionally ( ) 3) Rarely or Never ( )
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8. What do you think about Christians’ not practicing ancestor worship?1)Very displeased ( ) 2) Somewhat displeased ( )
3) Don’t care ( )
9. Do you smoke cigarettes?
1) I smoke cigarettes as a habit. { )
2) I smoke only occasionally. ( )
3) I do not smoke at all. ( )
10. What is your understanding of the attitudes among most Christians
toward smoking?
1) Smoking is strictly prohibited. ( )
2) Smoking is prohibited but some Christians smoke anyway. ( )
3) Smoking is not encouraged but not prohibited either. ( )
11. Do you drink liquor ?
1) I drink often. ( ) 2) I drink only occasionally. ( )
3) I do not drink at all. ( )
12. What is your understanding of the attitude among most Christians
toward drinking?
1) Drinking is strictly prohibited. ( )
2) Drinking is prohibited but some Christians drink anyway. ( )
3) Drinking is not encouraged but not prohibited either. ( )
13. What is your overall attitude toward Korean Christian churches?
1) Very positive ( ) 2) Somewhat positive ( ) 3) Neutral ( )
4) Somewhat negative ( ) 5) Very negative ( )
14. What is your overall attitude toward Christianity as a religion ?
1) Very positive ( ) 2) Somewhat positive ( ) 3) Neutral ( )
4) Somewhat negative ( ) 5) Very negative ( )
15. Which of the following best describes your opinion on current
Korean Christian church involvement, in general, in social and/or
political problems?
1) It is actively involved in social and/
or political problems. ( )
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2) It is showing some concern for soical and/or political
problems.( )
3) It is indifferent toward social and/or
political problems. ( )16.Which of the following best describes your opinion on how much the
Christian church should be involved in social and/or political problems?
1) It should be actively involved in social and/or politcal
problems. ( )
2) It should show some concern for social and/or political
problems, but not too much. ( )
3) It should keep its distance from social and/or political
problems. ( )17.Have you ever thought of conversion to Christianity?1)Yes, many times ( ) 2) Yes, a few times ( ) 3) Never ( )
( If no, skip the questions 18 and 19. )18.If you have ever thought of conversion, what was the main reason?
1) I thought of Christianity as merely one of several possible
religions to convert to. ( )
2) Christian doctrines appealed to me. ( )
3) I was interested in church activities. ( )
4) I was impre,ssed by Christian morality and behavior. ( )
5) The Christian life-style appealed to me. ( )
6) Other (please specify:19.If you have not converted to Christianity even though you have








I was committed to another religion. ( )
I could not agree with some aspects of
Christian doctrines. ( )
I had a negative impression of some aspects of the
Christian church. ( )
I had a negative impression of the behavior and/or
morality of Christians. ( )
There seemed to be too many restrictions and responsibilities
in life attached to being a Christian. ( )
Other ( please specify:
times in the past have you experienced the following events?
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0 1 2 3 4 5 +
20. A friend, relative, or other
acquaintance suggested that I convert
to Christanity or visit a church ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
21. A stranger approached and suggested
that I convert to Christanity or visit
a church. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
22. I voluntarily attended a Christian
worship service or visited a church. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
23. I was involuntarily led to attend
an institutional worship service or other
Christian service (e.g. wedding, funeral,
etc.) ()()()()()()24.I received reading material
on Christianity. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
25. I read material on
Christianity. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
26. What is your age?
1) under 20 ( ) 2) 20-23 years ( ) 3) 24 or more ( )
27. What is your sex?
1) Male ( ) 2) Female ( )28.What social class do you think you belong to?
1) High 2) Upper middle ( ) 3) Lower middle ( ) 4) Low
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